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THIS
YEAR
�'LOVie without
action is not love

ill. If we say we
love God and yet
at

this 'love' does

mot

change the way we
act, the motives of
our hearts, and the

fruits of the

Spirit

within us, then we
are

either lying

ourselves

to

or we

have been lied

God's love is

to.

tan

gible, its effect is
transformative.
,..,

Brian

"

Ovel, soph.

Right: Feeling the presence of
God during

Campus Worship,

senior Sarah Hucks is immersed

leading prayerfor the worship
experience on a Sunday evening.
Students were given the opportu
nity to attend University Church
in the fall or Campus Worship
in the springfor an extended
in

encounter

with God. "It's

so

unifYing because, in Campus
Worship, all of our hearts are
united in
make His

one common cause

name

to

known and seek
»

after Him, Hucks said.
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With fierce determination written

his face, freshman Joel Miller pole vaults

on

through

the air

at

the Track & Field Summit League

Championship competition.

Though he was cold, tired, hungry and
another recovered

Trying to
a.m.

of firewood

at a

ing. Swallowing

day that was
After

class, she still held

onto

the cold medicine and

a moment

was

examples

is

to

saw

crying

was

Mariel Pohlman said. "It felt

The

many times, he reached down yet

so

extensively damaged during the winter's

that the silver clock
into her

by her bed

read 3 a.m.,

ice

knowing

glance

say and it

listen

toward his

helped

them

to

the words of wisdom he would pour

welcoming bed, he

thirty years

made the decision

down the

road,

of countless similar tales of how students and

only one

-

and the

that she had

to

pick up

spring's flooding.
a

quiz in her

shoulders, comforting her with the Bible verses she had read just that

fighting back the migraine he felt coming on, he wondered if it was
even

storms

again

to

even

worth

out to

going to

teach

a

7:50
morn

class that

them from his years of experi

go and teach anyway. If even

one

student

it would be worth it.

faculty chose

God's Love in Action". Students and

to

demonstrate God's love after the

faculty were challenged

to

find ways

to

year's
show

the world.

"Donating blood was

experience

one

way I chose

good to

and

The sacrifices made

over

vations, academic program and

they sought to

people in

to

the

community and

rewarded
as

as

well

show

to

go into

people

through

as

unique

way

to

most

actions, they will

not care

our

to

improvements

traveling

the inward

changes

all

see

Christ

through

important thing we

over

about

can

them.

do

as

way that

mission
was

Chris

anything we say."

campus in the form of dorm

overseas on

a

drive," freshman

tangible way."

that the world could

express God's love in

© Oral Roberts University

everyman's world,

so

a

God's love is the

increased financial aid. From
a

the Fall Outreach canned food

share God's love in

students looked forward

campus, each student found
to

to

importance ofliving one's faith

show people the love of God

were

fulfill the mandate

really enjoyed participating in

do whatever it takes

technology upgrades

fasting on

back and I

give

understand the

to

cannot

the year

to

with

being willing

tians," senior David King said. "If we

of prayer and

connect

allowed students

''Acting out our love

them. As

to

that

announced, "The year of the Kingdom Campaign

God's love in action

days

the friend

of debate and another

Each of these

in the

day camp

full of students who he wondered if would

gained something from what he had

theme

local

aching back from bending over

an

control the emotions that she felt when she

Humanities

ence.

piece

had

trips

personal

to

reno

participating

and

meaningful

manifest themselves around the world.

to

Honori ng (J()d in

our

IN THE

NEWS
Stnlldent AssociJatioR

had dancing

the
Homecoming After
Party ifm: the irSti;
at

..

cime

ever.

page 18

I nte�fta;ti!oIDlai

students ma.de up
8% of the seudene

bodly.
page ]2
Above: The
sister

Thel"e were 1,9�8
s�tldeftts �lvi!fig Oft
campus in

seven

dift'erelPlt dorns in
the splfing.
page S

ORlU"'Pa�ooz:a was
a new event that
Student Associaioa
'hostied this year,
page 10

The Oracle went eo
an online version
as well as a pdnt
version in honor of
their 40th an niver
sary.

sister

men

ofG-Rock servefood to their
in Howard Auditorium
for

wing, Zoe,
wing appreciation

luncheon

a

they prepared.

Right: At a halloween party thrown by the
wing, Narnia, sophomore Brandon Clem,
dressed as Maverickfrom Top Gun, rocks out on
a

guitar borrowed by a student dressed as Jimi

Hendrix.

"The Christian
environment

campus is

on

quickly

passed into the lives
of each student giving
them a genuinely
positive countenance
and outlook on life."
-

Michelle Mills

fro

© Oral Roberts University
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Lifestyles

5

festive mood before the holidays, students gather on the wing Republic during thefoIl open house to celebrate the winter season with a Winter
Wonderland theme. Open house was a chancefor woment to visit the men's dorms as well as the men to visit the women's dorms and many wings choose
themes to decorate in to surprise and entertain their guests. '1 love that there's always something random going on--it may be messy, but it's creative and so
much fon and brings us back to when we were kids being messy and havingfun, senior Daniel Mow said.

Above: In

a

"

By Merlyn Oomen
Contributing Writer
After

ership

a

year full of different

students stood

together

and

supported the vision and lead

of the school.

only God that's going to bring me out," sophomore Nisha Eapen
"Everything always works out for good; God wouldn't have it any other way."
With so many different changes happening, there was still always a place for everyone. Campus
"God called

said.

changes,

life became

more

began to notice

a

"I feel like
to focus

on

me

than

here and it's

just the activities;

difference,
we are

a

change

it

was

about the

relationships

that

were

in the air.

finally out of transition," junior Christopher Rodriguez

the purpose of why

formed. Students

we are

said. "It's much easier

here."

always presented with opportunities to build
relationships with their leaders and their fellow student body.
The exhilaration of campus life grew as the year passed by, with more and more original events
being planned by none other than the students themselves. Unforgettable memories and life altering
With

no

other

place like

this one, students

were

experiences might not have been expected but they certainly occurred,
other. This

was

the year that campus life became alive .•

© Oral Roberts University

for this

was a

year like

none

After Hours
Nightlife

Above: Students
Panera and

gather

participate

uge's versison
speed dating.

at

in Ref

of roommate date,

Right: After an afternoon filled
with cooking, junior Joyce James
pours more pasta into senior
Nicole Allicock's plate.

"I

enjoy meeting people from
diverse backgro-unds who
challenge and/or help develop
my perspective; I think this
is easily done at night, after
c lasses are

done.

/I

Alexander T. Walter,

sr.

© Oral Roberts University

Activities

Ni htlife

By Merlyn Oommen
Lifestyles Editor
A

common

tonight?" From
classes and

question could
every

be heard

echoing amongst the

work, students were ready to put the books down and

a

the mall

to

campus: "What

body across

dorm, students contemplated plans for the night and the weekend. After

Taking a break meant anything from watching a movie
visiting

student

go

shopping. Special occasions

walk down Riverwalk.

Regardless

of what the

at

engage in

long week of

leisurely activities.

the dollar theater

included the Tulsa State

a

doing

are we

or

going bowling

to even

just

Fair, roommate dates, ice skating

activity was, students always found

a

variety of ways

or

to entertain

themselves.

"Sonic is the

new

spot

to

kick it at; you

always

see

kids from school just

hanging out there," junior Joy

Taylor said.
But it

was

not

always

about

hanging out with their friends
"My nights
pranks

on

each

Whether
some

are

getting off campus. Students also enjoyed

in the Fish Bowl

pretty calm; I just

other," sophomore

to

their

other

typically hang

out

on

evenings,

or

staying

with the guys

even

if it

on

was

by staying on

campus and

campus sites.

Ronald Mills said. "There's

they were getting off campus

fun and excitement

or

their time

on

the

lot of screaming but

a

campus, students

just

a

floor, and we

always

we

go crazy,

have

a

good

Above: While

enjoying a game of cards
at their brother-sister
wing retreat,
senior Michael James Quinn and senior
Lott

contemplate

their

next

moves.

Left:

Sophomore D'Undre Adelle Tyus
examines the pumpkin she has just
helped carve.
© Oral Roberts University

time."

found creative ways

night in .•

Virginia

pulling
to

add

7

By Kristin Threadgill
Cuntributing Writer
The

on

campus life

chorus of "Happy
break
were

so

trips

to

unlike any other

was

Birthday" would

established and memories

campus I

makes it fun

am

to

has

be heard outside Claudius dorms. Or there

were

required

expanded

made. Students

be around campus,

The Graduate

my views

live with 30

to

about how I know everyone

were

quick to

was

share that it

a

the

sudden decibel level

breaking

always enjoyed late night study

was a

place where lifelong friendships

the

"community" itself that made it

was

the

enjoy the whole
"There is

a sense

Newcomers
what

campus life

to

the

know all

enjoy the campus and
reflect, junior Jessica Blackburn
practices playing the guitar

bathrooms, and

same

over

the

have my

room, but

them every

see

place! My friends

own

tease

me

day. This

constantly

a

well-populated

five-minute power nap before their

including

noted that

Many students

area.

a

Green Cuisine for

next

gardens

to

these cushioned circles

class. Another well-known attri

healthy living and

stop and smell the prayer

one must

flocked

a

every

caffeine station known
once

in

a

while and

as

really

experience.

dorm life

created

Taking some personal

Prayer Tower.

take

were

thrown into

all about. From random

finding who you were

time to

girls, share

of community in dorms," freshman David Brown said.

college

fellowship was

odd other

another

the food commons,

HavaJava. Upperclassmen

living," freshman Joy Bork said. ''At home, I

campus."

on

Center floor pits were

were

some

on

always seeing people you

study, meet up with friends, or even

bute of the GC

under the

curfew when

valuable.

on

Above:

near

the Internet Cafe for that much needed caffeine boost. The campus

"Living on campus

to

university. It could be

to

be. One

an

sing-a-long

thing was

exciting
songs

for sure,

across

living in

Right: Showing off her
arm, senior Heidi J 0

Erickson throws
ball

to a

a

new

foot

friend while

appreciating nature.

© Oral Roberts University

"They do become your family, which is great."

home away from home and
campus

to star

the ORU

gazing

quickly found out

in the prayer

community was always

an

garden

and

adventure .•

On Cam us/ Dorms

Building Community
-----------

Redefining Family

Left: While

Above:

spend

ing quality time

together, freshmen
Savannah Gonzales
and
fix

a

Brettley Ruggles
classic college

student dinner of
macaroni and cheese.

Reliving childhood memories, sopho
more Jenica Stubbs and senior
Taylor Hankins
build a house from Lincoln Logs. The two
spent time constructing different buildings
with the gift Hankins had received. "There is
always so much responsibility during the year
that it's great to find people and opportunities
to just be a kid again," Stubbs said.

"I love the

experience of being
away from the parents, not

because I want to have my way
but because I want to experience

lifefor

myself and grow from it.

© Oral Roberts University

Travis Pettis

I

/I

soph.

9

ith On.e Voice
The Heartbeat of ORU

Above:

Explaining the

festivities of the

evening, V.

P

Right: Smiling all

along with V. P.
and graduate student

the way down the
catwalk, fresh

of Activities and junior Evan Millard
of Graduates and Commuters

Germaine Mikhail introduce the next video entree
during the Red Carpet Event SA hosted. Students
submitted videos that
musical

to

were

compete for the

man

McKenzie

Mooney models
some of the
stylish
athletic apparel

dramatic, comedic or
grand prize. "God really

established the Student Association

to

not

only a

ofORU

voice for the student

voice for

Him,"

SAGA fashion

body but

also

Millard said. "This is the year that
Kingdom leaders should operate."

"There

a

we

be

will model how

at

show.

substantial
events
going on that provide an
outlet jor students to be involved
in that allow us to be creative and
have fun at the same time.
are

always

II

Manju Mathew,
soph.
© Oral Roberts University

the

SA Activities
By Rhema Muncy
Contributing Writer
Water balloons assailed the field between the Graduate Center and Towers dormitories. Armies of students
dressed in Partiestival shirts
and freshmen. The

competed in

night ended with a

Student Association hosted
festival and

a

Christmas

and

by establishing prayer

"I think SA has
continues to

elected

a

fasting days

was

to

water

fight as

seniors and juniors battled the

showcase of ORU bands and tables of cookies

events

lighting.

for the student

SA listened
and

a

to

the

scholarship

body such

pulse

as

up in the

Homecoming, the

of the student

drive for the

set

body and

"Renewing the

Red

took

sophomores

parking lot.

Carpet short film

on a more

Vision"

serious tone

campaign.

said. "SA
great future," Lower Claudius dorm representative and junior Grace Garoutte

and have

improve

The vision

tree

school-wide

a

more

improve

by students bridged

influence each year,

so

1 believe S.Ns best years

communication between the student

the gap

during

a

body and

year of transition and crisis

are

yet

to

come."

administration.

by responding

to

Representatives

the needs of the students

for support and open communication.

"SA has become

more

open

sophomore

Zana Williams said.

the student

body. We

are a

loving, fun

and

With the
the

center

are a

to new

things

"Working in

megaphone. We

SA isn't easy, but

of communication," V'P of Activities and

routes

being a part of it is

translate the heart of the students

hardworking collective group

groundwork laid for future

of change

and different

that

cares.

You have

staff members and

a

to

to

an awesome

administration and vice

love the student

flourishing

opportunity to

ORU

body to

Above:

community, SA worked

Expounding every last ounce

of energy and

putting

their all into

their music, sophomore Patrick
Southern of Second Hand Glory

plays with
Shirk
cert

at

fellow band member Tyler

the Battle of the bands

con

during Homecoming week.

Left:

versa.

do the job

by moving the University forward .•

Putting on a great show during
the Red Carpet Event, SA President
and senior Adam Arrington performs
for the student body in the Holy
© Oral Roberts University
Spirit room of Christ's Chapel.

serve

We

we

to

do."

be in

11

By David

Brown

Contributing Writer

Internationals,
student

commuters

and

graduate

experience varied. This March, the

different countries made
"Dean

a

students

first

For commuters,

commuting
a

Chapel was

opportunity

in

diversity and

being left out of the loop

difficult

Freshman it's

commuter

for

diversity. Their

held. Students who

Boyd was very instrumental in getting this put together,"Tara Hannon, director
awareness, he

ated, I was very impressed. Passport Night was also

"As

International Student

ever

and the

were

at

times; yet there

and

the

most

paying

were

for

really pushed for it. The worship was just so

highly attended

Cultural Event

on

were no

other side of town

fire alarms in the middle of the

and you don't live in the

dorms," said

student initi

campus."

high-priced gas when you live on the

benefits. There

hard-you don't know anyone

of the International Student

senior Zahra

night.

William, a

student.

Graduate students made up another distinctive
group of students. Most lived off campus. Some had their
lies. While progress was made to
support these students, much work could still be done.
"Graduate and

commuter

muters, said. "This

only do we
commuters,
While

from

video, preached and led worship.

Organization, said. "He believes

made

brought unique perspectives

need

was

an

to start

students have me," graduate student Germaine

the first time in

office
the

to

rest

cater,

we

of these

a

long

time that

need residential

things

they

had

a

nice

that

meant

culture,

age,

or

grads housing. It takes just one step like

couches off campus.

Right: Sponsored by the

lounge join together
for a random gift exchange and

International Student

Christmas cookies.

Organization, Passport
Night provides a fes
opportunity for
students such as junior
tive

Caitlin
and

Mikhail, the SA VP of Grads and Com

an

office for

grads

andl

in time."

Above: Familiar faces in the
commuter

fami

banquet just for them. They only get one. Not

varying widely, each unique group--internationals, commuters,

university, whether

own

Reilly to share
sample a variety of

cultures.

© Oral Roberts University

•

and

graduate

students+had much

to

offer the

Non-Traditional Students

A New View
-----------

Expanding Diversity

Left:

Above:

Swaying with
the music, graduate
students Peggy Kuo
and Peter Wan dance

during the

Grad and

Commuter

Banquet

held

at

Sharing her talent, Sameh Barsou Mia
Palomares sings during the Christmas lun
cheon for grads and commuters in the trans
formed Holy Spirit Room.

the downtown

Crown Plaza.

"You build

lasting relationships

with both students and commut
ers.

And the commuters
out

can

after curfew together.

hang
/I

Derek Wells, Jr.
© Oral Roberts University
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Building

Connections
Unity Within Diversity

Top: Enjoying a day at the park with their
sister wing, junior Chris Consiglio leaps over
freshman Nathan Bock
the hill while
on.

get

sophomore

Many wings

wing
to

place

events

as

for

chose
a more

to

David Dionne looks
go off campus for

unique

know each other in.
to

build

and have

he ice blocks down

environment

"Wings

friendships, get to
a lot of fun,"
Consiglio

are a

know

to

great

people

said.

Right: Showing
off their dance
moves on

the

floor

during a
wing banquet,
junior Daniel
Rink and senior

Christina Ritt
strike

a

pose.

nWing events are the social
glue of ORU that bring
everyone together for inter
personal connecting.
/I

Drew

Hubbeling, Jr.

© Oral Roberts University

Events & Ban

Win

uets

15
r......

By Jenica

(til

Stubbs

(f)

Editor in Chief

For years,

nervous

and excited freshmen

came

onto

campus

they graduated, they had developed lifelong friendships
imagined possible. It obviously was
such

a

manner? The

For the close
was

what

to

happened outside the

"Wing events
spontaneity to
talized

2000 students

an

and

banquets

otherwise

wing

had its

own

posted homemade signs
of God

wing

living on

went

day. Most

ate

all

events

campus and

are

my

most

monotonous

over

Wing events

and

bonds of friendship

so

I live with

campus

on

Brigade

during their

By the

anything they could have

it that

deepened

these

time

ever

relationships

in

even some

commuters

who

adopted onto wings, it

perception of their experiences

as

they have

classes," freshman

campus and I will

and Lambda Phi

chairman's

were

were

their sister

am

revi

forget them."

known

to

play soccer together.

night out declaring their love

happy birthday to

ORU.

added entertainment and

Michelle Mills said. "I

never

at

wing

Zoe

for G- Rock. Men

every time there

was a

birth

and, of course, attended banquets together.

great and I loved getting cookies from them!" sophomore Josh Muccio said.

banquets

was

was

other students.

banquets.

life of studying and

way of connecting.

the cafeteria

"My sister wings were

what

so

cherished memories here,

below Moriah's windows and sang

together in

and

stronger than

classroom that determined their overall

socially by the community of peers

Each

were

overnight process,

not an

for many was

answer

that

knowing few, if any,

had

an

undeniable

vital. Though each

impact

wing had

its

on

own

the lives of students and their role in

flavor, the

common

creating lasting

ingredient was community

.

•

Top: With careful aim, junior Severo
Baltasar lines up his perfect shot during
game of pool at a wing member's
house for a brother/sister wing event.
a

Left: Dressed in their

finest, juniors

Debbie Hrubik and Sarah Duncanson

smile for

Benjamin Block as he takes
pictures of the girls in the Prayer Gar
dens before the RA banquet.
© Oral Roberts University

By Merlyn Oomen
Contributing Writer
At nine P.M.

on

Tuesday night, Academic Peer Advisor and junior Yvonne Isunuoya opened her room

door and started down the tenth floor of Frances

ings, devotionals, worship and study stops,
"We're called
Prier

to

bring the vision

of the

calling

out,

"Study Stop!" Aside

student leaders have other

University to

the

most

things expected

ships with

more

than just

a

title and

humility," senior

enforce certain rules and

just another

In every

team

there

In the

team

of the student

and efforts

out

to

make

sure

for the

holidays, the chaplains

of Susie

Vinson Hall pose for a photo
in "Grinch" -worthy apparrel.

are

captains

that

order

on a more one-to-one

to

who take

charge

to

build relation

basis.

to

be

may be in

a

position

influential, relationships

to

must

and do selfless deeds for the betterment of the whole

student leaders have been the

everything ran smoothly.•

Right: Giving tours

of

the intramural fields

on

choo choo train-car,
the AP.Ns help students
a

more

chaplain Jesse

other students the vision."

Virginia Lott said. "Yes we

be effective, in order

meet

stickler for the rules."

body, these

become

and

of authority. Student leaders take the time

and Resident Advisor

regulations, but in

be established. If not, you're

Above: Decked

position

their fellow peers and interact with them

"It's all about

team.

a

to

conducting hall

of them.

personal level," junior

said, "It's helpful for the student body to have students representing

But it is

from

familiar

with their campus.

© Oral Roberts University

captains

that sacrificed their time

Student Leadershi
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Leading Others

,

�

"t.

Left: On

a retreat

worship staff
leadership, freshmen
for the

Aaron Wolfcale

enjoys

a

game of

Frisbee.

group picture, the male
Resident Advisors take a momentary break

Above:

Posing for

a

banquet to remember the moment.
An RA banquet was held every spring to
thank the RA's for all their work during the
from their

year

"The APA

on

each floor.

Program challenged

better leader in my per
sonal and spiritual life and helped

me

to be

a

prepare me to be the growing
leader that I am today.
1/

© Oral Roberts University

Jonathan Pinto, jr.
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Celebration Time
Time-Honored Festivities

Above:

Bands,
rocks

During Battle

of the

senior Daniel Mow

out

with the

rest

of the

they perform
forthestudentbod�
band, Envoy,

as

Right: With a proud look, Home
coming King senior Moses
Ehambe escorts Homecoming
Queen senior English Clark after
being crowned at the basketball
game.

"Students
because it

enjoy homecoming
brings the whole school

together as one, and there is such
a unique atmosphere of excitet
men.

"

Michael

Pugliese, soph.
© Oral Roberts University

Homecomin

By Merlyn Oommen
Contributing Writer

Designed
a

to

be different than

week full of festivities such

basketball game followed
the first time

"All the
the Bands

at

the

as

most

years,

Homecoming 2008 was

the Battle of the

an

event

none

other. It included

Bands, the Homecoming Masquerade Banquet, and

by a '50s-themed after-party.

Students

excited

were

have

to

a

allowed for

dancing

homecoming after-party.

homecoming activities were pretty cool," sophomore Ashley Flores
was

like

really good

after-party. There was

a

this year. It

lot

to

do--the

was more

diverse in the music

styles

thought Battle

said. "I

but I

especially enjoyed

food, the music, the dancing--and I thought

the movie

was a

of

the

great

touc h"
.

Amongst all the festivities, one
Homecoming princes

and

of the

princesses

most

important time-honored aspects

and the senior

Homecoming King

and

is the

Queen

crowning of the

at

the basketball

game.

"I felt

really honored that a huge portion of the

Ehambe. "It's been

It

was

indeed

a

a

real

student

body voted

me

king," said

senior Moses

blessing. It's totally by God's grace."

year like

none

other, and the high volume of student participation was evidence of this.

Above: Ladies
of the Bands

homecoming competition

show off their dance
ence

to

in the Battle

competing

moves

judge.

Left: At the

homecoming basketball
Shawn King maneuvers

game, senior
past his opponent in order
more

for the audi

points

helping
© Oral Roberts University

to

to score two

for the Golden

lead

to

victory

Eagles,

over

Oakland.

•
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-------

Showing

the World Faith and Love

IN THE

NEWS

Above:

Pouring their hearts out to God in wor
ship, graduate student Haley Hipple, junior Chris

Anderson-Reed and senior Sara Swanson lead

others in

worship.

Right: Casually perusing the tables set up out
side after missions chapel, sophomore Jonathan
Landis

stops by the Brazil table as junior David

Palomares

explains a little more about the trip.

"I have

really enjoyed
the spiritual atmo
sphere here. It is a def
inite transition from
public school. I feel a
spiritual peer pressure
to follow God's call
ing."
-

Nathan Dies,

soph.

© Oral Roberts University
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Above: With

raised to their Heavenly Father, students embrace the

holy presence that saturated the chapel during Campus Worship. Students sought
ways
relationships
personal through opportunities such as Campus Worship, campus wide days ofprayer and
fasting, Community Outreach and personal devotions. '1 havefelt an urge like never before to seek after God on a deeper level and I did this by becoming a
team leader
for my missions trip. It was a way to obtain a new level ofgrowth as well as to lead and serve others because after all, a kingdom campaign is all
about service and leadership, "junior Heather Koger said.
arms

to draw closer to

God and make their

more

By Kelly Mitchell
Contributing Writer
In the year decreed

as

"The Year of the

and fulfill their individual roles
Address of"talitha

Students
tion for

were

cumi," meaning "arise and

moved

by the

higher place,"was set in place for students and faculty.
challenge of stepping up into the calling of God. The challenge created an expecta
come

to

a

greatness.

"This year God is

Haynes

as

Kingdom Campaign," students from every walk of life began to recognize
members within the Body of Christ. The mandate from the State of the University

said. "This is

going
a

to

open the eyes of students and

year of healing and

growth

-

faculty and do more than what they expect," junior Toni
we're going to get through every trial and come
through stronger

and wiser."

spiritually alive environment of the campus encouraged many to draw closer to God and hear His voice.
"The more clearly I heard His voice, the more deeply I learned His love for me, the stronger my desire and confi
dence to live for Him and His will became evident," junior Deepa Dharmishtan said.
Capitalizing on the many chances to serve, students and faculty alike signed up for mission trips and local out
reaches.They poured their all into carrying out the call on their lives, advancing the Kingdom of God as a unified
body of believers. The year was marked by those who rose to the invitation of the Lord to come into His presence at a
© Oral Roberts University
deeper and more powerful level than they had before. •
The

Music of the Heart
A Purpose to the Songs

Above: Absorbed in

Left:

worship, junior

Clarissa Jarrell abandons all
into the presence of God

Helping students gain

life outside of the United

to enter

feel for

States,

students involved in missions

during

a

many

come

together to create an international
chapel worship team and hold world
flags in the background.

worship.

"I am realizing that it is not about my
sound or the music

--

it's about Him."

-Amber Johnson-Bryant,

soph.

© Oral Roberts University
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By Emalyn Hughes
,_.

General Editor

o

A, E, I, 0 U-Theywere

just vowels

to

practice singing. They
of the

represented characteristics
here:

worship

Anointing, Excellence,

Integrity, Openness

to

Worship Arts, made
a

change, and

Benton, Director of

Leann

Unity.

not

acronym for

an

standard that would be

set

by the

students.
There

was a new

internship

program where students

the field

to

get

practical experience.

"Our job is
churches

went out into

across

to

the country with

excellently balanced

anointed and

worship leaders," Benton
The
was

to

they could proclaim
song how much

to

was

team

place where

a

God

they loved

done

was

through

Him. One

through

the

of the "Revolution" album.

production

Twenty-five percent
went to

said.

goal of the worship

take students into

way this

the

populate

of the

profits

"Hunger Needs A Voice,"

which feeds children in Africa.

The
ministered

worship
to

the campus

but also travelled
and

England
"The

in

one

team not

to

over

the

summer.

team

did

seven

children's

by my example
the music during Campus Worship, sophomore Sean O'Conner
lead
others
into
worship. The Sunday evening worship service was held for students who
helps
wanted a deeper worship experience with God outside of chapel. "It was a rad time to escape
from school and busy life," O'Conner said. "Campus Worship created an amazing atmosphere
© Oral Roberts University
to easily find and praise God."
to

be

inspired.

different
more

programs

all worth it when

enthusiam,"

sophomore Josh Muccio

Above: Strumming along

community,

France, Scotland

day, but it was

they saw the

only

said. "I

hope

that the students will

On campus, there is

atmosphere. I believe

freedom in

worship

this

a

there is

year.".

�

.

By Alyssa Bailey
Contributing Writer
Word. Walk. ORU

Worship.
has

vibrant
cere

tradition of

long

a

fresh word and sin

worship,

songs included

Worship

prayer.

"Over All the

"Everlasting God,"
Earth" and
rable

embracing

with

"Hosanna,"

memo

from this year that

speakers

included Deans

Boyd

and

Guajardo,

Ron Luce and the students and

ship

of the international

Most observers

ship
and

of ORU

as

chapel.

saw

the

powerful

wor-

force

they were right-but chapel was

about more than
a

a

wor

matter

singing songs. It was

of the heart.

"Our focus, first and foremost,
IS

the presence of God and know

ing Him," Director of Worship Arts
Laura Cooke said. "It's great

people

seeing

from all different walks of life

coming together."
Students

weekly chapels
unload the
loads. There
and

thought

music and

with

stresses

that

of

went

speakers
is

for
a

twice

them

helping

much

was

"Chapel
to

credited

busy

course

preparation

into

selecting

chapel.

refreshing

time

hear from the Lord and find per

spective amidst
going

on

all the crazy

things

around us," senior Heather

Koger said.
Even with
cessful

busy classes,

suc

jobs, intramurals, leadership

programs and missions, students still
found
and

chapel a soothing time to relax

worship

God while

growing

their walk with the Lord. •

in

Above:

During a special chapel service, Pastor Billy Joe Daugherty and

Chancellor Oral Roberts

speak

about God's faithfulness. Though many have heard Chancellor Roberts' testimony, the chapel gave a
unique opportunity to hear it directly from his lips. "My mother was healed of cancer when Chancellor

her, so hearing him share was such an honor as I thought about all the lives affected by
own included; I would not be alive if not for him," sophomore Jenica Stubbs said.
faithfulness,
my Roberts
© Oral
University

Roberts
his

prayed

for

Cha el
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Body Discovered
---------

�

Fellow Members of Faith Identified

Left: After the message, students
come forward to receive
prayer for

Above:

various needs in their life from student

students

leaders.

sion

Sharing from his heart,
sophomore Jorge Davila encourages
trip,

to
as

consider

going

on a

mis

he had.

((

thankful that we can come together
as a
university and worship our Creator
and learn more about him. It is always an
encouragement and blessing every time I
I am

so

"

attend a

© Oral Roberts University

chapel service.
=[ared Fuller, soph.

orth

Honoring
Legacy
A

Above: On

of his many

one

Dr. Richard Roberts allows

of Faithfulness

ministry crusades,

a man to

share his

healing testimony before the large crowd gathered
in Mrica. Thousands of healings, salvations and
miracles were witnessed on the trip. "Working
with him

[Dr.

Richard

Roberts]

on

his

crusades,

you could see how genuine he was in his spirit and
his excitement. He told us that there were several

nights when he
how excited he

through

couldn't
was

him and

even

sleep

because of

about how God would flow

use

him," sophomore Nathan

Dies said, who traveled

to

Niger with Dr. Roberts.

cc

legacy that the Roberts began
is still continuing. It is a legacy
offaithfulness. They werefaith
ful with what God gave them and
God wasfaithful to them so that the
university they started is still here.
-rllyssa Bailey, soph.
The

"

Above: On January 27,1993, Dr. Richard Roberts is named president of Oral Roberts
University by Chancellor Oral Roberts after almost 30 years of Chancellor Roberts serv

ing

as

© Oral Roberts
andUniversity
founder.
president
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Roberts'Legacy
By Jenica Stubbs
Editor in Chief

'""'"

At the age of 14,
from Kansas
two

to

months

turn, she

to

frightened freshman in high school

a

diagnosed with

was

live. With

went to

o

sleep

Doctors gave her

cancer.

idea of what

no

night and

one

::::J

to

do

or

where

dreamed about

City of Faith hospital, which had just opened that
made
year, in 1981. She told her parents, and they quickly
the

hospital there, where

get her into the

to

arrangements

the innovative concept of combining faith and medicine
was

put into practice. Oral Roberts

day, though

Above:

During a commercial break, Dr. Richard Roberts goes over interview
questions with his wife, Lindsay, Oral and Evelyn Roberts and their guests.

it

his usual

was not

removed 18 inches
ished and thrilled
not

a

She grew up and

to

to

there

healings

this story is

be found

prayed

family that there was

anywhere in her body.

the mission field with her

went onto

Christ because Oral

come to

are

countless stories of similar miracu

from Oral and Richard

particularly dear to

Roberts had the faith

to

debt of gratitude

faithfulness exhibited

Roberts'ministries,

my heart because it is my

mother's story. When science said

huge

her and

prayed for that one little girl.

Though
lous

her

to

report

husband and thousands have
Roberts

one

performed surgery and
of her intestine, they were both aston

of cancer

trace

visit

doctors

healing. When the

for

on

to

make the rounds.

day to

Seeing the frail girl, he laid hands

Below: Taking time from his busy schedule, Chancellor Oral Roberts social
izes with students to develop personal relationships with eacb of them.

happened

a

girl should die, Oral

proclaim life
the Roberts

to

over

the years. I

her. lowe

over

a

family for their
alive

am

today

because of them.

As

a

located
have 65
two

school, we have much
263 scenic

on

acres

degrees. We

be

with 23

undergraduate majors,

doctoral

to

are

demic program is enhanced

proud

major buildings. We

fully accredited,

by initiatives
Service

and ePortfolio. We have had students

tries. We have

participate
varsity sports, which has produced

78

All-American athletes. We have

total alumni

clubs that offer

a

and

true

a

university and mobilizing students

unseen

whole person education
to

Learning Program
from all

than 120 different

over

coun-

low student-to-teacher ratio of 14:1. We

men's and women's

NCAA Tournament appearances, and 32

of almost 37,000. We have

-

family and

spirit, mind

go into every man's world and

God. As the Roberts

our aca

like the Honors

come

eight NCAA Division I

championships, 39

and

over

50 academic

or

special interest

and social interaction.

without the efforts of the Roberts

university that would emphasize

pioneered, that God is a good

tournament

population worldwide

opportunities for involvement, leadership

None of this would be

for all of their

regular-season

in

a

more

are

14 master's programs, and

Program, Leadership Academy,
the United States and

of. We

family steps

into

their obedience in

and

proclaim

body. They have
the

answering God's

dedicated their lives

gospel of Christ and the

a new season

of their

call

build Him

a

bettering this

message that Oral Roberts

lives, I would like

•
a difference in all of our lives.
efforts and years of service. You have ©made
Oral Roberts
University

to

to

to

personally thank them

.

By David Brown

Contributing Writer
The Missions Department has
thousands of students

to

cultures and countries

to

sent

countless cities,

bring healing

the nations. The staff put

to

together approx

imately thirty-three missions teams, some
travel ed

overseas

in the United

and others went to cities

States. Students visited
in the

twenty-seven countries
minister to

summer to

and

spring

people,

not

only

spiritually, but physically, emotionally and

mentally

There

too.

medical, educa

were

tion and business missions also.
in the

Changes
as

department

such

locations, including Tanzania,

new

Botswana, Alaska and South Africa, and
assistant director

new

and

a

brought excitement

challenges.
"With fewer

positions here

in the

department, people had to take more work
and

positions made

Fewer

staff

SIOns

were some

going

a

but there

family,

political problems

were

had

we

and houses

teams to

Palomares said.

Philippines

because of a

for the

Kenya

moved and

to

find

live

''Also,
had

to

teams

new

in,"

our

we

contacts

senior Mia
contacts

in

flee the country

political problem."

There

are

missions staff members

for many different

of

the mis

unexpected challenges.
in

on

of

more

"Th ere

the

Cales said.

responsibility," senior Joe

positions

job descriptions.

These

and

a

variety

-

people, along

I.

1

with the hundreds of students who vol-

,"It.
.

unteer to

take several weeks

out

of their
Above: While

lives

ning,

to serve
are

go into

the

along
ones

with months of plan

who enable students

everyman's world.

•

to

spending time with

the children

during their recess in New Zealand, freshman
Staley
many as possible in a game of tag. Team New Zea1and worked
primarily with elementary children through after school Bible clubs, serving breakfast before
school and helping the teachers in the classrooms with reading lessons. "'Their
simple acts of
Nicole

tries to include

as

such as kisses on the cheek from
©Father
Oral Roberts
and University
forever left

affection,

Heavenly

Elizabeth, shows their child-like faith toward the
footprints on my heart," Staley said.

Missions

Compassion
---------

29

ork

at

Global Effort to Reach the Lost

Working their way up Jacob's
on
high ropes day of ropes

Left:

Ladder

training for missions,

members of

Germany senior Jennifer Harper,

team

freshman Justin Nichol and senior
Nathan Hunt

Jones

to

teams

During a fierce round of arm
wrestling, junior Pedro Jimenez fights
to

win the match

against

children in Puerto Rico

one

as

of the

others look

on.

freshman Heather

help

make it up

while other

Above:

the

next

level

cheer and watch

their harnesses.

"The leaders over us inspire us to be leaders,
even

out

if we don't think we are. They pull stuff

ofyou that you didn't think you had.

© Oral Roberts University

=Michelle Scott,

sr.

"

Hands
Helping
Reaching
Hurting
Out to a

Above:

Rebuilding more than just a
Craig, graduate
student Peggy Kuo, junior Amanda Wille
and senior Sarah Buracker spend their
fall break helping to rebuild a sense of
community and faith in people after the

Right: Sharing with students
and faculty alike in chapel,
junior Steven Zarlengo tells

devastation of Hurricane Katrina.

student

house,

senior Elizabeth

"]he heart of Community

stories of his involvement in

Community

Outreach and how

it affected his
ar

experience

as a

0 RU.

Outreach is

to

spread the culture of Gods Kingdom to
every main street and back alley in Tulsa.
-Scott Davis, Director ofCommunity
"

Outreach
© Oral Roberts University

World

Community Outreach 31
By David Brown
Contributing Writer

�.

o

Community Outreach stepped up
like

before, expanding

never

in Tulsa and

heading into

its

new

territory
programs.

From the Children's Medical Center

House, Commu

the Alternative Coffee

nity Outreach gave students
to

make

them. They

Still,

some

only had to
students

"Students

area

around

be themselves.

were

are

the chance

the

huge impact in

a

to

hesitant.
their

busy with

classes," Director of Com

schedules and

munity Outreach Scott Davis said. "The
perception of Outreach
ficult

or

'not my

being too

as

dif

thing' occurs, but there

is

something for everyone," said Davis.

Community Outreaches
on

both

over

weekdays

and

fifteen different

kinds of outreaches.
reach
Free

weekends, with

teams in

different

Community Out
Students In

began working with

Enterprise [SIFE], which

students with
tunities with

more

occurred

networking

connected
oppor

larger companies. It was yet

another way that students

went

into every

man's world.

"The

most

impacting

is when students and the
come

together to

take

moment

community

care

of the less

fortunate," junior Kerrick Butler said. "It

forges

an

amazing bond between

versity and
should

never

The
Outreach
donate blood, ORU alumnus Yonah Cole watches a Red Cross volun
teer insert the needle into her vein at the Red Cross Blood Drive that Community Outreach
helped arrange. Cole, who graduated in 2007, came back to campus with a friend to support
the efforts of the Community Outreach department and the Red Cross. "I feel it is my duty,
and honor, to do everything I can to help others live life to its fullest, including giving blood
© Oral Roberts University
to someone in need," Cole said. "It is a small choice for a huge cause!"

Above:

Prepping to

the

community, a bond

that

be broken."

tagline for Community

was

"For the

Others

May Live," and

able

find their

to

the uni

own

Glory of God, So
all students

unique ways

were.

to

share this message with those within the

community.•

�

--------A Dream Centered Education-------...

IN THE

NEWS

f'oU'f1!ie€R 3ffUd'Mlllitl$
dleclt.ito st.itbld, lllilbJfo:1td.
See p�ge 4:1

Above: Conducted by Dr.

SoohyunJin,

the

Women's Chorus performs in Timko-Barten

lobby.
diligence, senior Dominick Farone
takes notes during Dr. Smith's Discipleship in
Small Groups class.

Right:

With

"I'm proud of them

maintaining the aca
demic standard through

everything that has
happened throughout
"

the year.
-rlaron Allen,

so.

ILIon.
© Oral Roberts University
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Above: As part of Community Nursing Heatlh Practice, senior Ashley Lauer double checks drug expiration dates in the Tulsa Dream Center's phar
and hands on experience in the health carefield. "Last semester, we went to the Dream Center every
macy. Through clinicals, students gainedpractical

Tuesday to help in the medical clinic by checking in patients, doing patient teach ing, filling prescriptions
physicians, senior Thomas Moore said.

in the pharmacy and

observing the volunteer

"

By Mallory Beyer
Academics Editor

long after the library doors closed, the pursuit of dreams at Oral
While fulfilling degree plan sheets, students encountered and tackled

From the first 7:50 AM class until

Roberts

University continued.

eportfolio assignments, group presentations, performances, aerobic points, juries, internships, senior
as
prioritizing, were learned
papers, finals weeks and even semesters abroad. Unexpected lessons, such
along the way. Students found they were earning more than a degree. They were receiving an education.
"Sometimes it's hard. Sometimes it's not so much, but God's grace gets you through it all," junior
Christy Moomaw

said.

The fall semester

began with a reorganization

of the academic schools.

into the School of Arts and Cultural Studies and the School of Science and

existing

Departments were realigned

Engineering in addition to

pre

academic schools.

"Each

new

school has been active in

School of Science and

Engineering Dr.

we've been able to think

more

more

fully developing

their

particular mission,"

Dean of the

Dominic Halsmer said. "In the School of Science and

specifically

about

our

curriculum,

Engineering

in terms of how the fields of science and

engineering contribute to the veracity of the Christian worldview, and how to better prepare our gradu
ates to be everyday missionaries to scientists and engineers."
Through the many challenges and changes of the year, the purpose of pursing an education remained.
Dreams for the

Kingdom of God were pursued ©.•
Oral Roberts University

Evaluating the Platform
-----Discovering the Foundation, Brightening the Future
By Alyssa BaUey
Contributing Writer

History. Humanities.
ment

Government. This

depart

encompassed everything from Asia Minor to

Quid Pro Quo. History was

the

study of the past,

of written records and of where

we came

Humanities told

the way

why we

us

are

Government maintained control and

department, however, was

much

from.

we are.

stability. The

more

than

dusty

books and outdated laws.

"The best

thing

and Government

give knowledge

about the

History, Humanities
how the

Department is

and

professors

give practical applications

with

trips and competitions," junior Michael Martin

"Putting the power in
tunities to

use

what you

department attractive
The

our

to

hands and

study in

said.

having oppor

class makes the

be part of"

department continued to

sponsor several

trips and competitions throughout

the year. Over

the summer, Dr. Swails took students

other students traveled with Dr.

to

Israel while

Vickery and Mr.

Wrieger throughought Europe, visiting England,
France, Italy and Greece. From assisting

campaigns

to

competing

collegiate Legislature

Above:

Dialing numbers, numbers and more numbers, seniors Jill Gilberts
and Kai Anderson work the phone bank beside a local
in Jack

in the Oklahoma Inter

and

learning in

United Nations, students had many
grow in hands-on

in local

the Model

son,
out

opportunities

Mississppi;
and

vote

to

the students called

in the

upcoming

campaigner
likely supporters, reminding them

to

governor election.

knowledge.

learningfrom mistakes. By analyzing them, we can hetter show
God s love to people hurtfrom past historical mistakes. History gives you a good
-Colleen McMahon,jr.
perspective.
':A lot ofhistory is
"

© Oral Roberts University

get

& Government

History, Humanities
Below:

During day two of the Summer Humanities Europe trip, students mull around the gate to Buckingham Palace. For eighteen
days, the tour group experienced the sites and sounds of England, France, Italy and Greece, many of which the students had studied
about during their humanities courses. "The summer Humanities
trip helped give me visual impressions that would last a lifetime,"
freshmen Jessica Jowers said.

"History, humanities
important because

and government

Christ asks

us

to

are

go into

every man's world, and the Bible and HHG

intricately interwoven," Dr. Gary Pranger
"U nderstanding these
relates

to our

world and

ofORU's Got Talent.

helps

us

us

how God

become respon

body of Christ. Everyone

has

a

can see

our

lives."

history, and we

and

God's faithfulness in

History, Humanities

Department, students
MuayThai, which is like extreme kick boxing; Tucker used Dr.
Vickery to demonstrate during his American History class'version

show

said.

sible members of the

In the

Above: Ever the good sport, Dr. Paul Vickery warmed up for his
part in freshman Reidland Tucker's talent act while Tucker explained

things

are

develop

and Government

had the

skills that would

opportunity

help

them

the past, understand the present and

bright tomorrow.
© Oral Roberts University
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Above: Sweet

tunes

roll

through

the air

on

April 22

as

Miller and

sophomore Ryan Graham, senior Chrissy
Angelina Liau, members
of Dr. Bocanegra's Jazz Combo class, perform some
vocal jazz music. A special stage was set up for them
outside of Zoppelt. "Singing with the Jazz Combos is
freshmen David Vermette and

such

a

great opportunity for getting real life experience

performing with phenomenal up

and

coming

musi

cians," Miller said. "Our outdoor performances
chance
out

to

show off the Music

of the 'secluded and

are

also

a

while

Department
getting
mysterious'Timko walls."

Right: With firm gentleness, senior Josh Tseng pulls
a
pot on the pottery wheel during Ceramics II as one
piece

of his

semester

project.

"Myfirst year in the Music Department was even better than I expected. The
classes were challenging and Igot a lot out of them. I also really liked the teachers
because they all cared about everyone of the students.
-Lisanne Krautter,jr.
"

© Oral Roberts University

Art & Music

mposi ng the Decree
Expressing Truth as a Masterpiece
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
As

exciting opportunites

arose,

student

artists and musicians united to find their
in the academic

body. In the fall, the Music
the dance

Department teamed up with
majors

mance

Visitors,
ment
to

an

to

unify artists

marveled
an

art

a new

and

outreach. ORU

spring when

biggest change happening in
the

artists and the

creating

unifying of this

art

with

a

library.

the Art

group of

of an outreach

community," senior David
making

Depar

up in the base of the

Department is

are

Night

club, Campus Artists,

create an

set

perfor

and the

student artwork in the

at

show was

"The

perform Amahl

opera. Students in the Art

launched

place

to

the

Oliveira said. "We

purpose."

Music students also invested their talents in
the

community. In addition

to

campus recitals

and music seminars, students sang and
in church choirs and

lessons and

Tulsa

Above: With

eye for detail, senior David Oliveira perfects his senior art
that represents the Art Department at the senior paper and

an

project display
project reception

in late

April.

praise bands, taught

performed in Tulsa Opera

music

and

Symphony productions.

"It's
lie

played

finally coming together," junior Nata

Bingham

said. "You learn

something there, but now it's

something here,
a

fusion of all my

knowledge."
Through projects, rehearsals, performances,
and club activities, the Music and Art
ments

© Oral Roberts University

unified

to

Depart

produce masterpieces .•
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Presenting

the

Proposal

Students Use All Channels of Communication

------

By Andrea Brundage
Contributing Writer
This year, the Communication Arts
ment

added

repertoire:

a new

Depart

communication medium to its

dance.

This addition

opened the way for the

Dance and Musical Theatre
students who

were

also gave

majoring in Drama, Televi

sion and Film

(DTF)

dance classes

well.

as

major and

new

Drama

or

a

chance

to

Ashley Yanase, a junior DTF major, had
taken dance before. "It has

being

of my

aware

difference in

taught me

a

character,"Yanase

"I feel confident

now

be thrown

during tryouts

related

The

to

dance and

with

for Com

alumni, entered the Oklahoma

"Best in the

competition

State," ''All Oklahoman,"

won

and

"Highest Honors" in

awards. The

said.

choreography."

and

won

a

and rehearsal

Interscholastic Press Association

It also

about

anything that may

Communique, the magazine

munication Arts

never

body and how that makes

portraying

at me

more

take

the judges'

critique.

twelve individual student

writing

Communique was produced by stu

dents in the Publication

Workshop

class under

the direction of Chris Putman.

Above:

During the last theatrical performance of the year, The PhysiJcisl:,
guard, played by sophomore Silas Tibbs, searches for con
cealed weapons on Einstein, played by freshman
Cody Shelton, after it was
revealed that the three physicists were not really
crazy.

Murillo the

"Communication Arts is the people side

ofbusiness. Tofully be successfulyou need
to understandpeople. Communication is the key to
going into every man's world.
-Joy Cashman, sr.
"

© Oral Roberts University

Communication Arts
Below: As part of Oral Communications 101
Roman present a skit about positively

Honors, freshmen Bryce Merkyl,Jonathan Hall, and Chris Collins and junior Nathan
managing conflict at Turley Correctional Center. Merkyl and Roman, both pirates, were
over what to do with the invisible treasure chest. "The
fighting
experience taught me a lot about my sisters in Christ who are in jail,"
said.
''As
a
we
Merkyl
group
definitely learned that we all have something that we can learn from each other. Even though we were
teaching them a few things about conflict management, it was a learning experience for all of us."

wl((
yh

"It's been just the

most

wonderful

experience," senior Becky Duncan, a Public
Relations and

have

Advertising major, said. "I

thoroughly enjoyed working with Ms.

Putman and the entire process from get

ting

the stories

The

layout."

students, faculty

ued in the
the

to

and staff contin

spirit of unity

department increased

nities, and majors. It was
to

Reverently, sophomore Jeremy Nigh and freshman Dana Thompson
complete "Prayer Is ", a dance that portrayed prayer and worship.

Above:

© Oral Roberts University

in
an

•

as

size, opportu

exciting

be involved with communication

ORU.
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and excellence

time
at
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Above:

Welcoming Paris

to

Tulsa, Dr. Skinner

serves

freshmen jacqueline Brown and

Alejandra Amaya baguette
(bread) with nutella (chocolate and hazelnut spread) and
pastries in French 102. Through role play, the students
learned French resteraunt etiquette and vocabulary. "Being
in Dr. Skinner's class

was

great," Amaya

said.

"Hearing his

travel
insightful experiences
there and speak the language fluently! From his personal
stories I learned that truly speaking a foreign language
is not only about knowing the grammar, but rather, is all
about living the language and culture itself Learning from
in France makes you

others around you is

one

want to

of the best schools in life!"

Right: Following Intro to Literature class, freshman Rachel
Whitlock and sophomore Amber Earls reenact "0 Captain,
My Captain" from the movie Dead Poets Society.

"I love my [writing] major and department. My professors are some ofthe most
free-thinkingpeople I've met, and have likewise helped me to expand both my

Christian worldview and knowledge

ofliterature."

© Oral Roberts University

-Rachel

Whitlock,fr.

Opening Dialogue
--------

Students Connect Through Language
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
From poetry

the

English
have

ments

readings

and Modern

proved to

their

they shared

of the student

rest

a

dents

to

body.

poetry

readings

at

stu

Panara Bread.

appreciate Promethia," sophomore

Amber Earls said. "If people knew it
open

enjoy

month Promethia staff invited

Once

"I

the

Language Depart

be relevant and

able. After school hours

passion with

studying abroad,

to

all and

to

came

out

and heard

was

people's

about it, it would

struggles

and their

make the

English Department

writings

a

little

more

relatable."

Through the Modern Language Depart
ment, fourteen students studied abroad.

Experiences were

as

varied

as

the culture. In

Spain, students walked for twenty-five
utes

to

Mart

get

run

"With

through
thinks

to

their

featured

classes;

a

in

China,

three-level

study abroad, you

a

min

Wal

store.

can see

things

the eyes of another culture that

differently from you," senior

Katie

McClaren said.
Whether students

Learning history onsite, junior Jo Warner explores an old fortress and
ancient ruins in Sagunta, Spain, during her semester studying abroad;

Above:
other

Warner and fellow students learned that the residents of the fortress all
mited suicide when the Romans came to invade them!

com

across

the ocean,

were on

English

campus

or

and Modern Lan

guage students realized the power of language
to connect

© Oral Roberts University

people

and cultures. _

Spreading the Message
-----------School Unites in Word and Spirit
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor

Together at last, undergraduate
theology merged into
Missions. Oneness

and

School of Theology and

one

the school's vision. Com-

was

bin ed, the school became the second

yet their

past the

sights were

set on

eased the transition from

theology studies

were

largest in size,

increasing

enrollment

thousand student mark. The school also

one

Oneness

graduate

undergraduate

graduate

0 RU.

at

classes. Students

emphasized in

was

to

instructed in both the Word of God and the

Spirit

of God. A balance

between the

two.

was

continually sought

Theology was

not

disconnected

from life.

"Faculty teach with
Holy Spirit

graduate
I have

and

us

to

minister with that

student Melissa Miller said. "The
held

always

learned

equip

the empowerment of the

to

search

as

things

While much of the
in the

occasionally united

things

truth, I have affirmed. I have

ulty have provided the
reading texts

too,"

out on

my own, and the fac

resources

I need

do that."

learning took place alone,

library, students
on

to

and

weeknights. The

faculty

Historical

Theological Society, hosted by Dr. Barbeau, was
reading group

that

met on

Tuesday nights

various documents. No coffee

"I like that everyone's

'Ibeir message is

to

was

to

a

discuss

Above: With flair, graduate student Elizabeth Sheron finishes her
perfor
mance which included
giving a monologue and singing a Strauss waltz

during the graduate theology talent show that also featured worship dance,
poetry reading, singing, guitar and piano performances.

allowed!

viewpoints are so different, but their emphasis is the same.

walk in love.

»

-Kandi-Lea
© Oral Roberts University

Council,jr.

School of Missions & Theology
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Below:

jungle.

Enjoying the view, short-term mission worker Ngaire and senior Laura Gissler take an elephant ride through a Thailand
Gissler spent fall semester on an missions internship helping with daily tasks. "The mission internship was incredible and the

hardest
a

thing I've ever done and I'd do it all over again in a minute. Thailand is a beautiful country with great people
place spiritually because of Buddhism. God is moving in great ways one person at a time," said Gissler.

even

though it is

very dark

"We do tea, popcorn, and cookies

junior
lot

Eli Silva said. "I like the

more

positive

and down

to

usually,"

people. They are
earth than

people

give

them credit for. In the School of Theology

and

Missions, the people

and get

along. We

are

are

like

a

a

themselves. We talk

village within

the

school."
With

Above:

Eating pizza

and

learning

junior Alexie Lofstrom-Dewes

attends

School of Theology and Missions

graduates

to

about the

as

graduate programs,
a
pizza party hosted by the

part of week

graduate theology programs.

to recruit

under

a

diverse array of classes,

personalities,

and

backgrounds within the

and

Missions, both undergraduate and graduate

School of Theology

students grew in the love of God and
about God. A
the way.•

© Oral Roberts University

spirit

knowledge

of oneness united them

along

•

Above: Over the air waves, senior Lilia Maeda and sopho
more Noemi Cowherd
speak about Christian business

principles from a radio station in Buenos Aires, Argen
tina, during the spring break business mission trip. They
answered callers who asked for advice and people that
emailed in while listening online from all over the world.
"It was an unforgettable experience for me," Maeda said.
"God did miracles

even on

the radio. We heard the testi

mony of people that heard us on the radio and went to the
workshops because they knew God had a plan for them."

Right: Acknowledging God's work in their journey with
SIFE, Professor Kevin Schneider debriefs junior Josh
Becker, seniors Caleb Becker and Roberta May, junior
David Palomares and other

winning presentation

Rogers,

at

team

members after their

the SIFE

regional competition in

Arkansas.

"Being a member ofthe Oral Roberts University business community has taught
me that I have a
responsiblity to minister healing through commerce.
Brian Davis,jr.
"

-

© Oral Roberts University

School of Business

Strategizing to Succeed
-----

Gaining Experience While Improving Communities
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
With

a

rise in

enrollment, students of the

School of Business

gained professional com

petence, real world experience and
mission. The

a

kingdom

department became increasingly

involved in business missions, which included
a

spring break trip

SIFE

team

to

Argentina. In April, the

placed first in

tion for its involvement

ally, improving

the

regional competi

locally and

internation

communities.

"The ORU SIFE

team

is

a

picture of the

talent and drive in ORU Business

Department,"

senior Jennifer Holmes said. "The team has

accomplished

projects

numerous

and

impacted

the lives of thousands of people just in this past
year.

They attribute

their

success

God and

to

quality education."

While
on

their

reaching

connecting

students

were

and

out, the school also focused

developing within.

required to

be

Graduate

professional both

in their dress and group

work, which prepared

them

successful business

contribute

to

to

a

team.

"They teach you how to be a leader," graduate
student
classes

Chilling at the 2417 building, senior Grant George, sophomore John
Wilson, senior Lynette Ramirez, junior Alisha Allicock, freshman Elizabeth
Newberry and sophomore Zack Bunn play Liar's Dice with business faculty
during one of the business department's fun nights.
Above:

Kristy Earnhardt said. "So

cover

practical

and

how

to

make

many of our

decisions, which

applicable. We

are

not

is

just boring

number crunchers."

The
mark

© Oral Roberts University

expanding

as

school of business raised the

they developed practical leaders.

•
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the Masses

Educating

---------1eachers:ro�Be Dive into the Classroom
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
Confident
to

be flexible

prepared

teach, trained

to

its students

be

to

they would need, not least

Project-intensive
ration and

classes

offered

education, such

as

ourselves

we

us to

and

few years of teaching
as

be

to

said. "We

principal wants

what

taught the

and tools

community.

was

students prepa

in the Educa

Current controversial issues in

trained

are not

Amy Hubbard

proved

resources

of which

statewide

classroom; they teach

our

professionals. Along the

by Mr. Landers

Technology Lab.

"We

ready

lesson-planning. Technological support of

sorts was

tion

endure but

educators, the School of Education

they were equipped with the

way,

all

to

to

a

be

are

to

testing, were

addressed.

technician in the

professionals," senior

prepared

do what

to

be flexible in

our

honor them. When

first
we

have

teachers, then they will ask us

think, and we will flourish

more

in teach-

"

.

mg.

The Students of Oklahoma Education Associa
tion

was

vital

school and
fessional

to

providing students with tools

development. For the

SOEA hosted
year,

building community within

a

for pro

first time in years,

Christmas Bash. At the end of the

they celebrated with

various

the

a

cook-out. They also held

workshops, including one

on

eportfolio.

Above:

Playing a rousing game of knight, rider, princess, seniors Christal
successfully get into the correct position during
the SOEA Christmas Bash, which also included cookie
decorating, a pud
contest
and
door
ding eating
prizes.
Liddell and Rachel Young

challenged my mindset to appreciate education. Wherever I am I will
always pick up a book and read to learn more. Education and learning does not
-Andrew Ziehm, sr.
stop after school."
"It has

© Oral Roberts University

School of Education
Below:

Combining artistic skills, junior Joy Marroquin, freshmen Nichole Meter and Dominick Cooper and junior Stacy Douglas
join
college students to paint intermurals around the Crutcho Public Schools at SOEA's Outreach to Teach event
on March 7. Since school was still in
session, children and teachers observed the painters' progress through out the day. "It was so
much fun but hard work too," freshman Nichole Meter said. "It was worth it to see the
joy it brought to the kids and the teachers. The
other Oklahoma

experience

was so

positive

it makes

me want to

go back."

Fr��� �k:t rnn. GwJ

toh4hilllrtJ

Loves to hear

tis�lI�e
��k.

great Story!

a

Professional

community was

also fostered in

the School of Education. Students

ing

in the classroom in

first education
see

if teaching

"I got

to

seventh and
Rachel

began

conjunction with

observ
their

class, Foundations of Education,
was

really for

them.

interact with two different

classes,

eighth grade history," freshman

Lounge

said. "I walked around

helping

them with their work. I liked both classes. It's
lot of fun. We

played bingo

Whether students

Waiting with honor, graduates and undergraduates in the
professional education program stand before being inducted into
Above:

Kappa Delta Pi, an
members inducted

spring

international honor
ten new

society for educators; faculty

members into ORU's

ceremony held in the

folios

City Plex towers.

chapter during

a

or

student

training to

were

a

and trash basketball."

adding to

their eport

teaching, they were undergoing

become

professional educators-con

fident, enduring, flexible and ready
© Oral Roberts University

to

to

flourish.

•
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Above:

Battling back and

forth

early Saturday
morning, seniors Cherise Daniels, Jennifer Mayhew, and
Justice Ojiaka, freshman Mattie Sue Judd and senior
Edwin Oriewo

played

on an

in the 10th Annual U.S.

the Rest of the World Differential

Equations

versus

Soccer

Game.The Rest of the World took the victory with a 3
to 1 win. "The game is an analogy of the USA trying to
dominate the world and

Morgan

failing," sophomore Jonathan

said.

Right: Helping a fellow student, teacher's assistant
sophomore Dustin Sprouse answers a question for
freshman Jocelyn Howington during Micro Applica
tions in Business, a computer science class that explores
Microsoft programs in detail.

"The department can he described as afamily business,
'Ibe professors

are

not

an

academic structure.

reallypersonahle even though academics are the primaryfocus.
-Jonathan Barrett, sr.
© Oral Roberts University

"

Math & Com

riting the

Science

uter

Program

Problem Solving One Equation at a Time
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
Situated just below
the Math and
remained

noisy jackhammers,

Computer

unchanged

as

Science

Department

it educated students

in the fields of mathematics, math education

and computer science. Students

the

were

unchanging concepts underlying changing

technologies.
of many
"The
can

you

Classes featured

areas

broad coverage

in the field.

professors
do

a

as an

have

a

perspective

upper level

think about the

You could be them

application

Programming

Exam. Fun
facts and

was

"They get you

of your

major.

also

participated in

the

Contest and the Putnam

interspersed within the

figures. Dr. Lang's

classes

the 10th Annual Differential

Game, pitting

what

someday."

Out of class, students
ACM

on

mathematician,"

freshman Mattie Sue Judd said.
to

taught

played in

Equations

the United States

against

Soccer
the

Rest of the World.

"Why? The

official

answer

would be

as

part

of educating the whole person but the real
reason

ting
Above: Kicking off the academic year, senior Lawrence Bombac posed
as Darth Calculus at the Computer Science and Math Department's

superhero-themed Annual Launch Party; students and professors alike
transformed into original superheros with extraordinary superpowers for
the-party.

is

to have fun with my students

in

a

set

outside of the classroom. It's about build

ing relationships," Dr. Andrew Lang said.
On the

soccer

field and in the computer

lab, professors and students connected

over

unchanging mathematical concepts

spite of

the

© Oral Roberts University

changes

around them. -

in

the
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the Plan

Designing

Students Apply Knowledge to Real World Issues
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
Their
Later

careers

began building autonomous

they progressed

programming. Some
build

senior

a

Science

and

to

be

in

to

teams

work in

focus

on

it look

participated

to

second and third

Engineering stu

programmed

autonomous

along a black strip, presenting their

Engineering

"I learned

and

semi

Competition. Two

captured

prepare, Introduction

walk

foundation

contests.

freshman

teams

designed, built

robots

a

labs, clubs, engineering

through various

competing

dents

and

From their first semester,

in the Tulsa State Fair Robotics

place. To

design

applied in real world problems.

October, seven

of the

to

of

Engineering, Physics, and Physical

Learning took place
In

attempted

Department diligently built up

of concepts

nars

learning the languages

even

project.

students in the

to

robots.

to

work

Seminar.
as a

all aspects of the

team, and I learned

to

project--not just making

good, but the programming too," freshman

Josh Kenney said, reflecting
In the

on

the

experience.
-

department, students were challenged to

develop professionally, socially

and

spiritually. This

well-rounded, yet academically sound education
allowed the

department to

pursue the

Kingdom

Christi Waer

Above:

-

Observing the Lego robot in action, junior David Kobilnyk, along
small group of engineering students,
prepare for IEEE's robot contest
dead
contest
robots
must
be programmed to pick up
hour;
during Monday's
and move tin cans while distinguishing between the colors of different tin

with

a

cans.

"Engineering is a small department with small classes. 1fe have a great commu
nity offriends andprofessors. The students are socially adept.
"

-Nate Hunt,
© Oral Roberts University

sr.

Engineering & Physics 51
::c
Manufacturing Processes, seniors Jon Marc Asper and Ernest Stranz, junior Josh
Glesener and senior Jennifer Mayhew show off their finished product. The lab encorporated a series of steps during which the class
made molds out of sand and filled them with molten metal. "In the lab, I learned how sand casting works so that I know what designs
should be cast and what ones cannot," Asper said.

Below:

Having completed

their sand

casting

lab in

Campaign

as

students often

with other schools

petitions

and

"0 RU is

by having

a

a

came

into contact

through intercollegiate

events.

witness to

solid

neighboring colleges

engineering program," junior

Nathan Marth said.

"Engineering is

the

most

unreached

occupational field. It's

its

world, and

its kind of people

easiest to reach

relationally.

are

own

little

"

Surrounded

by wise

and

caring faculty with

high standards, students daily matured

into

com

senior Robbie

Balancing a device built by Randy Iwanaga,
Johnson and Dr. Robert Leland drop eggs from the fifth floor bal
cony of Ellis Melvin Roberts Hall during the Engineering, Physics,
and Physical Science Department's first Egg Drop Contest despite a
rainy day.
Above:

com

petent

professionals, well able

God who

© Oral Roberts University

to

represent

lovingly engineered the universe.

a

wise
•

Above: As part of their medical mission trip, seniors
Miranda Kelley, Morgan] ohnson, Angela Schear and
Michelle Schneider

help

up the mobile

pharmacy.
Nursing Leadership class, the
thirteen seniors conducted clinics and taught nutrition
and hygeine to villagers. "There are lots of opportunities
to
go overseas or to do community work," Kelley said.
"Nursing is a well rounded program. It exposes us to dif
ferent aspects of nursing rather than just hospitals."
set

While in Mexico for their

Right: Presenting at a spring research

extravaganza,

senior Rachel Hobson discusses the process and findings
of her senior research project; with the help of faculty

and the Tulsa

samples

water

works, Hobson had collected

water

from the Arkansas river and tested them for

different levels ofE. coli.

"Being at ORU Nursing School warmed up my heart in a way that I needed very
much. I stillfeel tough enough to do whatever the Lord tells me to, but I'm not
afraid anymore to show people that I care, and true caring is the definition of real
-Chris Felty, sr. I
nursing. To all my professors andfellow students thank you.
I

"

-

© Oral Roberts University

,Chemistr & Nursin

Biolo

nducting Research
-----

Preparing for the Hospital, Learning in the Lab
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor
Whether

school
the

or a

they planned to

health

care

tories,

setting, students

through

tals. Research

service

learning projects

was

practice

be

students

Klump
both

senior research

were

the

place where
project in

facilities

and off campus.

on

In addition

including the

to

networking, science clubs,

revitalized Student Nurs-

ing Association, provided
students. The clubs also
on

topics

"Morality and
the

God puts

ministry opportunities there."

conducted her

debates

proj

Kathryn Klump said, "I've learned

content in

you. There

such

sponsored

as

ethics

social support

human

are

not

to

ethical

cloning.

just based

on

Bible," junior Rachel Frank said. "These

debates

boiling point appartus, senior Christina Seymour finds the boiling point of an unknown liquid during Organic
Chemistry lab, which practices green chemistry with micro scale reactions in
order to do the least amount of harm as possible to the environment.

hospi

brought in speakers

completing her

ect, senior

the

in

present their research.
From

on

in

key. Not only did

conduct their own, clubs

Above: With her eyes fixed

in

necessary education in labora

local schools and clinical

to

graduate

biology, chemistry and nursing programs

gained the

to

enter

help you question, in good way, why

you believe certain

things."

By drawing on a variety of resources,

biology, chemistry and nursing students were
enabled

to

obtain

prepare them
ence

© Oral Roberts University

.•

an

education that would

to enter

the many fields of sci
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Advocating Change
Students Gain Both Understanding and Skills
By Mallory Beyer
Higher Learning Editor

Teaming up
students

experienced professors,

gained more than book knowledge in

the Health and
ioral Science

prepared

with

Physical Education and Behav

Departments.

for life after

into hands-on

Students

graduation by diving

experiences.

From

behavioral science classes that

munity service

to

introductory

required

com

semester-long senior intern

students took

ships,

thoroughly

an

learning, both on and

active

approach to

off campus.

Many classes

provided opportunities for students

professional skills.

In Health

to

gain

Fitness, students

learned how to administer stress tests. In Coun

seling Psychology and Social Work Practice II,
students learned how to counsel

by practicing

each other.

on

"Social work

majors
act

as

that

can

produces skilled, professional
counsel, mobilize

change agents

Kassandra

Maple

In addition to

to

resources

impact society," junior

said.

providing

a

solid, skilled

foundation for their students, both
ments also

Professors
the

and

depart

pursued the Kingdom Campaign.
taught

the

importance

of

looking

at

Above: As part of the ERASE program,
sophomore
leads students at Marshall
Elementary School.

Saphira Singleton

strengths in people, which included mar

veling.

"In my psychology classes, I've learned that a lot of our behavior is learned. Jifle're
not static people. Jifle're dynamic,
It's such a cool
changing,

growing people.

reflec
tion of God. He has created complex people yet His character is never
changing.
-Rachelle De Haan, soph.
© Oral Roberts University

HPE & Behavioral Science
Below: As

junior practicum,junior social work majors Debbie Hrubik and Dominique Sneed spend the afternoon with Tyrona, one of
the kids who attends South Peoria
Neighborhood House's after school Impact program. The ORU students handed out snacks, helped
kids with their homework and taught a
character-building lesson. "The Impact program is so fulfilling to me. We are given the opportu
nity to be a good influence and impact a child's life at such a critical age," Hrubik said.
a

at

how God created the human

dom

Campaign was

sors'lectures

as

well

body. The King

evident both in the
as

"The HPE teachers

in their actions.

stepped up

and got

involved in the students' lives," senior
lace said.

have the

to

principle. We

equipped

to

Ryan Wal

"They are compassionate, and they are

challenging to us
and

are

Kingdom Campaign

to

reach others for Christ

have that

bump elbows on an early Saturday
off power walking in the Spring Fun Run and

morning
Walk.

as

they

take

ment, students did

lives, they got

© Oral Roberts University

to

not

principle

through health."

In the HPE and Behavioral Science
Above: Hundreds of students

profes

Depart

just talk about improving

experience

it hands-on .•
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IN THE
NEWS
Gl!adll\.la�e student:

Alldrettil Bain won
(he NCAA 400
..

Top: Pushing past the competition,
rushes

senior Emily

toward the goaljust

Gagnon
expertly
scoring a pointfor the Golden Eagles.

for the iirst time

before

Right" Just before a basketball game, junior
Ryan Lambert paints thefaces offellow Mabee
Maniacs to go with their theme for the evening.
ever,

the

Cheerleadtng
Squad competed in

"The dance team has

the National Cheer-

made

leaders Association

Collegiate Champi
onship, p�acing third
..

in Co ed Intermedi

..

..

ate

Division and win

..

ning the top award fo11'
Innovative

Choreog

raphy.
page 66

Sixty three students

..

feel impor
tant and glamorous.
n'le

It allowed

me

to do

what I love, support
others and it feels

great to be

a

part

of something bigger
than myself."

..

named to the
Summit League All
were

Academic Team.

-

..

Saphira Singleton, jr.
© Oral Roberts University
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of Cucci and Adonai battlefor possesion of thefootball during afierce game offlagfootball intra
healthy opportunity to let out the stress ofschool and bond with their wing mates. "Intramurals is a great way
to connect with
myfloor, "freshman Heather Jones said. "It's fun and a great way to get my aerobic points.

Top: Racing down

thefield in front of theirfans, the girls

murals. Intramurals provided students with

a

"

By Jenica

Stubbs

Editor in Chief

It

year of triumph for the athletic

was a

ladder and

gained the

school national

made it into the NCAA

plishments
their

tournament.

teams.

Individual and

recognition. Many of the
Individuals received the

in their fields. The hours upon hours of grueling

competitors.

But this group of students

was more

team

teams

accomplishments placed

were

named Summit

highest awards

a

the top of the
and

outstanding accom

it in the end when

group of victorious

at

League Champions

and honors for their

practice were worth

than just

ORU

they stood above

champions, above all, they were

a

family.
"Being a part of ORU sports automatically puts you within a community," sophomore
ever

need support,

There

were

winter and
a

trophy to

their all

sixty-three

spring
be

they are always

a

there and I

am so

student athletes that made it

seasons.

They were

an

While the

be

a

part of that

the Summit

family."

League Academic Ali-League Team for the

trophies

to

prove it. One did

part of this elite community, however. Hundreds of students shed blood,

most

about sports here is that

previous experience," sophomore
whether it is

onto

to

the best of the best and had the

through intramurals, Maybee Maniacs

"What I love

honored

official

teams

team

team

they give

and

or

sweat

and

not

have

tears as

to

possess

they gave

it

trainers.

everyone

Peter Jeffries said. "There is

of ORU

competed

and

Kara McNamera said. "If you

a

an

place

opportunity to get involved, no
for everyone where their

matter

what their

gifts will be utilized,

not."

ultimate
excelled, each knew ©that
Oral the
Roberts
University victory lay in the relationships built.

•

More Than Luck
Setting A New Standard of Victory

Overcoming all opposi
tion, senior Shawn King rushes
forward for another two points. The
Golden Eagles played Oakland for
the Homecoming game, ending in a
60-53 victory. King was one of the
team's leading scorers last season
with an average of 9.7 points per
Above:

game.

'Making the NCAA tournament has helped tremen
dously.

When

we

tell recruits that we have been

two consecutive NCAA's,
"

.

true

response.
,._,

we

to

immediately get a posi-

Tom Hankins, ORU Basketball Recruiter

© Oral Roberts University
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Basketball

Left: In the midst of

cheering fans

moments

after another Golden

Eagle victory, senior
Kelvin Sango takes the
time to high five fellow
students who had
to

support the

come

team as

they competed against
University of Tulsa
for the Mayor's Cup.
the

By Josh Co an
Sports EJltor
Dominance

the

was

the first preseason

new name

the final horn of the

tip-off to

NCAA tournament, the Golden

they were
Summit

force. The

a

League

of the game. From

Eagles

and the

men

showed that

swept the

women

for the second

tournament

straight

year.

It

was not an

according

season,
were a

easy

lot of high

to

thing

to

follow

a

championship

sophomore J anae Voelker. "There

expectations

because

we

returned four

starters," Voelker said.

They came together as
tations

as

they made

to

met

their third NCAA

appearance in four years. The
sent

and

team

a

the school well because

those expec

tournament

players wanted

to

repre

they knew what it meant

have the school behind them. The

men

did

not

often

lose in front of their home fans.
"It's
it's

important to

a

sixth

man

out

game, and the fans

It is that

Voelker shoots

League championship game, sophomore J anae
and scores for the Lady Golden Eagles while junior Rachel

Watman blocks for her.

out

with

a

tradition," senior Moses Ehambe

like

Above: At the Summit

come

tournament

that the
season,

© Oral Roberts University

extra

said. "The fans

there. Momentum is

give

push

us

that

extra

huge

-

are

in this

push."

that put them in the NCAA

three years in

a row.

expectations would

and

win for the fans

winning became

There

once

a

was no

doubt

again be high for

next

part of this program .•

Right: With

a

look of passionate

intensity, junior
Janete Farreira
waits for the ago

few seconds

nizing
to see

By Josh Coan
Sports I' diror
A loud

slap was heard just before the roar of the crowd as

the ball was

spiked to the ground and ORU earned another

point. The Golden Eagles
conference. They
not

missed

were a

where the

ball went.

team

young

"We had

off a

came

conference

a

with

known for

championship

the

dominating
season

and had

decade. They

tournament in over a

lot of talent.

a

lot of new

a

were

players

it

so

Nicole Weis said. "But in the end

was

difficult," junior

we came

together

as a

team."

They

together

came

as

a

team, yet their individual

accomplishments shined as well. Four of the team members
were

named

which

to

the Summit

requires

women

knew

a

knew

a

lot

to

average. The

grade point
build

on

for

next

year, but

showing already and a proud history, they

they could expect greatness.

"I'm

proud of how they're developing into

awesome

a

minimum 3.0

they have

with such talent

League Academic All-League,

mature

and

team," Assistant Coach Jani Hagen said. "We

very international

travel,

as we

a

and

team

we

that has turned into

have received

so

a

are

big family

much support from

"

everyone.

With

no

seniors

on

their roster,

expectations will be high

v:
.

for

next

season

year,

as

they

their entire

line-up.

It

was a

highlighted with great individual performances

teamwork that could
move

return

forward

only get

to a new

better

as

the Golden

and

Above:
lets

ORUIVollev1,\1l
,t_".

"_ .......

Taking a moment to enjoy their triumph, junior Carol Garbato

out a

victory shout.

Eagles

year. •
© Oral Roberts University

_

Volleyball

Standing United
������������-Dedkm�nBrin�Soccess

Above:

Diving low to

the

ball, junior
Jackie Oliveira does not let it touch the
floor, while juniors Nicole Weis and Carol
save

Garbato stay close to her for support. The
game ended in a 3-2 win over North Dakota
State. "It's

Weis said.

going

to

be

a

really good season,"

"The girls
our

1 S.
kid.

are

"

only our players but

Jani Hagen, Assistant Coach

""

© Oral Roberts University
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of

Legacy

Triumph
Carrying On the Traditions

Above:
that

Having swung perfectly with

come

practice,
Fans
as

senior Brian Van Kirk rushes forward.

came out to

ment

support Golden

Eagles

such

all their games. Voted the 2008
League Player of the Year and Tourna

Van Kirk

Summit

the skill

from combined natural talent and

at

MVP, Van Kirk went

Toronto Blue Jays

at

on to

sign with the

the end of the

season.

"

We started the season off very well. 1iJie came together as
a team and made a run into the
post season. Wefelt very
confident going into the Nebraska regional and we had
"
the mindset that we would come out ofthat regional.
© Oral Roberts University
-Mare Serrano,jr.
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Baseball

Left:
as

Reaching out

he slides

the

across

field, freshman

Ben Petralli catches
the ball

the last

at

second, rendering
opposing team's

the

player's

run

tive and

ORU's

ineffec

guarding

score.

ByJosh Coan
Sports Editor
There
son

was

stadium

ORU had

nothing like

watching the

one

of the best

country and every year
were
was

a

drafted in the

spring afternoon

Golden

college

at

Eagles play great baseball.

baseball programs in the

expectations were high. Eight players

Major League

Baseball draft and the

ranked in the top 25 in the nation. 0 RU

League

title

this year.

again

j.L. John-

won

with out-of-conference

themselves with
"The year

ing
to

teams

was a

like

League
challenges

played."

The

season was

hitting. This

Walton
team.

Above:

Eyeing

senior Brendan

bat.

the ball

fiying through

Duffy prepares

to

the air that he

forty-eight wins

season.

The

drop

selected

team

as

also

teams

and

timely

only fourteen

saw

right-hand pitcher

multiple All-American

was

The

season

and

and blessed

senior outfielder

Carlos Luna

and head

coach, Rob

the head coach for the USA national

fell just short of their

hopes though.
"I thought we had a legitamate shot of
going deeper in the
NCAA tournament," senior Dale Reneau said.
"Injuries really
hit us hard to some key players."
The season was undoubtedly still a success. The
program

just struck,

take off for first base and

to

myself privileged

highlighted by good pitching

Brian Van Kirk and senior
named

to test

blast," junior Ryan Groth said. "The coach

gave ORU

losses in the 2008

Eagles. The
play. They liked

Baylor, BYU, and Texas Tech.

staff is great and I consider

have

the Summit

Summit

Winning the

seemed like old habit for the Golden
now came

team

his

demanded greatness from its

players

and with

a

16 former

players in the major leagues and countless accolades, the
obviously knew what it takes to succeed .•
© Oral Roberts University

team

Right: After
the game,
teammates

of

Shekinah and
Men of God

together

come

to

By Jared Fuller
Contributing Writer

pray.

When the bell rang and the last class

for
as

a

more

work. It

Division

not

was

was

I, but

over, it was time

to some,

well have been. Most of the students here

jersey

or

got

a

chance

to win

it

never

for the Golden

might
put

on

Eagles, but

everyone could defend their wing in intramurals. Some were

reliving the glory days of high school sports. For others, this
was

their

"After
has

shining moment.
being able to play in high school, intramurals

not

the

provided

junior
It

on,"

out

Kurt Schmitt said.
than

was more

Center. Some

powerhouse

something

came

pick

in

at

up game

with their

jerseys

the Aerobic

names on

in old t-shirts. Whether

unknown

or an

underdog

a

team

every

brought

not

all about

days

out two

the

peren

had

fierce

out

and

flag football, basketball, volleyball

dodgeball. But it was
"I found

a

prove. Intramural sports

to

competitors

just

had

teams

back; others just
nial

that I had missed

competition

winning and losing.

before the game that I had been

signed up for the dodgeball tournament," sophomore J enica
Stubbs said. "I

sidering

went

my athletic

the entire

test

place. There was

intramurals

on a

expecting

ability, but

tournament

With all the
ful

in

was

the

lose every game,

to

have

icing

a

on

great time; winning
the cake."

and papers, school could be

no

sunny

better way

to

con

a

stress-

Above:

Fighting in mid-air, Consuming Fire and
unwind than playing possession during an intense flag football game.

day with a cheering

crowd .•

© Oral Roberts University

Goodfellas battle for

Intramurals

Showing Pride

Sprinting ahead, sophomore Ernesto
to help his wing, Shekinah,
their intramural soccer game. "I enjoyed

Above:

Escobar seeks
win

the teamwork aspect and how intramurals
bring the wing together," freshman David

Brown, fellow Shekinah floormate, said. "It
was
just fun to be on the hall after you won."

'1ntramural sports are a great way

to

havefun, exercise and bond with your

fellow wing mates"
© Oral Roberts University

,...

Brandon Dixon,

sr.
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Shout It Loud & Proud
Pumping Up Team Spirit

Above: With mega-watt smiles, the cheerleaders
get the crowd involved in cheering for the Golden

Eagles

basketball

team

game. The cheerleaders

during
were at

the

homecoming

all of the basket

ball games for moral support. "It's great knowing
we are the '07-'08 squad members-we're the first
to pave the way for the bright future of ORU

cheerleading," senior Betsy Baehr said.

((

1fe worked so hard to get to the NCA National
Competition andfinally all ofthe complaining,
and longpractices all came down to one moment.
"
It was the greatestfeeling ever.
© Oral Roberts University
Terrance Strickland, ir.
,..,
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Team S irit

Left:

Watching the
Golden Eagles every
move

intesity, the

with

Maniacs let

Maybee
their passionate love
of the game come out
during their "White
Out" theme

night

and

feed off each other's

L�[!!��!i�

energy.

By Josh Coan
Sports Editor

Stunts, shouts and smiles--without them
would
with

not

be the

for Golden

same

the game

fans. Together

Eagle

fans, the cheerleaders, Rock the House dance

and Mabee Maniacs added

"Maniacs is all about

doing it in

a

way

no one

hype

to

the environment.

getting behind
has

our teams

heard

ever seen or

'

,

For

a

teams

cheering is spontaneous, the

week in the summer, the dance

hip-hop

and cheer

at a

National

the year. The work was well rewarded with

the

cheer

tournaments over

nationals

well worth it

among the top

Whether

up-beat
students

once

the

to

our

the

only

dress up and cheer

in

seemingly endless practices
in

hands."

our

into the

stands, performed

persuaded large

Cheerleaders, Dance Team,

not

cheerleading programs

they shot t-shirts
or

to

colossal step for the 0 RU

trophy was

dance routines,

trip

spring break.

was a

the country, but also made

crazily at

numbers of

the game, the

and Mabee Maniacs

atmosphere with their team spirit .•

© Oral Roberts University

a

program," senior Betsy Baehr said. "It

positioned us

game.

performances.

team

and jazz

cheer

during

"Going to

sophomore Abby Dillon and freshmen
pumped up for the Golden Eagles basketball

...

Dance Association camp. Practice continued often

NCAA

Kalee Kunkel get the crowd

for their

actively prepare

leaders took classes like

Above: With porn poms in hand,

crazy

"

While much of the
and dance

and

before,"

junior Tyler Brann said. "Some people think we're
t h at s cause we are.

team

energized

Right: Focusing
all her energy on
the ball, senior

Stephanie Gurley
catches the ball

to

effectively prevent
point for the
opposing team.
a

By Josh
Sports

Coan

Editor

Breathing heavy

with

faces, the Golden Eagles
up.

the games close

net.

Tough, physical

for ORU

shutout wins this
from

making

the

season.

points than

by keeping

defense

this year

soccer

dripping

as

down their

tired, but they

were

scored fewer

Though they

they kept

sweat

was

the

highlight reel;

gave

other sports,

the ball

of the

out

of the game

name

two teams

Winning

never

combined for 11

games did

not come

it took the whole team

coming together.
"If

can't stand
stand' ,"

It

doesn't

a team

against

together

come

any opponent. 'A house divided

sophomore Stephanie
was

Summit

this

team

play

that got both

tournament at

"It

a

full

team

season

has made

working really hard
Team

to

get

our

be

a

team

worth

into the

team

together

teams

and

close and everyone is

ready for next year."

both the men's and women's
was no

teams

effort," sophomore Andrew

chemistry was vital to

talent, there

cannot

the end of the year.

Techanchuk said. "That is what puts
this last

they

Dillard said.

League
was

one, then

as

have

teams.

good seasons

With

a

doubt that the Golden

watching in

the years

from

lot of young

Eagles

to come .•

would
Above: With

speed and agility, senior Carlos Pinto rushes down the field
letting nothing stand in the way of scoring a goal for the Golden Eagles.

© Oral Roberts University

Soccer

Goal Determined
A Focused Approach

Above: Always
man

quick on

Shakira Duncan

her

feet,

fresh

out-maneveurs

her

opponent. Hours upon hours of practice

developed

the

best. "Shak is

girls to perform at their
quick and has good foot

skills," freshman Amanda Wheeler
"She
a

was a

said.

dominant forward and beat

lot of players

one v.

one."

"Thefans at our games are always so
it when
we

we can

awesome

and I love

put on a good showfor everyone because

playfor them as much as we playfor ourselves.
© Oral Roberts University

-rlndret»

"

Techanchuk, soph.
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Swinging for Success
Going All the Way to the Top

Above:

swing,
the

Intently focused

on

his

senior Scott Stiles watches

the air.

through
golf ball
team competed
golf
soar

The men's

around the country and finished
strong. Stiles will go on to play
in the Alberta

Willingdon Cup

because of his

impressive

record.

«

I am proud of what the team has accomplished, hoth on and
offthe greens. They've done well and don't exclude themselves
as athletes
from other students. "They are an impressive groups
who make the school look good.
© Oral Roberts University
Travis Pettis, soph.
tv
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Golf & Tennis

Left: With

perfect
Hayden

senior

aim,

Rush strikes the
tennis ball into her

opponents
and

court

helped lead her
the Summit

team to

League Champion
ship.
By Josh Coan
Sports Editor
Golf and tennis

sports, but the

often

were

teams not

thought of as

individual

only played together, but they

hung out together. Teamwork was extremely important.
It

was

how

athlete

an

The women's tennis
used it

to

"We

all

are

was

team

this

us to

unity that

the

teams

their

their second

title

Championship

as

good

are

next

Good included
Above:

Swinging with the ease that comes with natural talent and years of
practice, junior Christy Carter waits to see where the ball lands and plans
her

next

shots.

title and

Summit
in

Championships

went

plac
men's

League

eight years.

golf team

is

to next season.

good year this year," sophomore

Moxen said. "We

should be

straight

well, for the seventh

already looking forward
a

rest

Regionals. The

behind them the men's

season

"We had

ahead of the

League

in the NCAA West

team won

With the

the court."

consecutive NCAA appearance,

eighth

ing twenty-first
tennis

on

Langston

League. The women's golf team earned

their eleventh consecutive Summit
to

and

strength

Corrine

stay confident

set

won.

League Champions.

good friends," junior

in the Summit

on

their best and

at

understood this

become the Summit

said, "Unity helped
It

performed

returning

all six

Paul

starters so

we

year too."

tying

for third

at

the Summit

and senior Scott Stiles

winning

Alberta Men's Amateur

League
the

Championship and earning a
spot on the Alberta Willingdon Cup team. Next year

promised

© Oral Roberts University

to

offer much

to

look forward

to.

•

Right: With skill,
junior Mercedes

Bellamy clears
bar

at

the

the Summit

League Confer
ence
Champion
ships; Bellamy's
personal best is
5'6".

Kerrick Butler

By

'n

Conrributu g

er

A hush of anticipation fell

position. The

their

on

year full of individual and

sense

team

Cross

Eagles'Men's

Field

teams

victories and to

and

sprinted

to

prevailing

a

Country team swept the Summit

of community. The Cross

League

the athletes took

as

gun fired. ORU Golden

Country and Track and

Women's Cross
a

the stadium

Country awards.

"Being on the team and working with such incredibly talented
athletes has been such
"There is such
to

be

a

a

a

honor," sophomore Shania Tophia said.
of

feeling

community

created that is

amazing

part of."

The community created
coaches' instruction led

ing proportions. The

athletically. Twenty
League

Academic

the team's camaraderie and the

by

to

teams

an

of record-break

atmosphere

excelled

academically

of the 63 ORU students

All-League Teams

were

as

well

as

the Summit

on

from the Track and

Field program.

During the
ever

season, senior Andretti Bain became

NCAA National

indoor and outdoor
mian

Olympic

Champion.

He

championships

trials

to

compete

won

and

in the

ORU's first

both the 400

qualifed

meters

in the Baha

2008

Olympic

about all my

life," said

Beijing

games.

"It's

something

I've been

Bain. "When I first

wanted
so

to

be

fast, and

an

I've

came

dreaming

to

ORU,

I told Coach Dial that I

Olympic champion. Everything just happened

truly been blessed this

While the excellence of these

teams

entire

year."

compels

the world

notice, the memories made will endure for lifetimes.

to

Above:

Pressing onward, senior James Wanjiku

stamina

at a cross

take

•

© Oral Roberts University

country

meet.

maintains his

Cross Countr

& Track and Field

Sustaining Statnina
Enduring to the End

Above: With

blocks

at

agility, senior Andretti

the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field
the 400

sionships, winning
doing track and field is
me

Bain flies

with the talent

so

meters.

"The

reason

out

of the

Champ
why I'm

because I believe God has blessed

that I will be able

to

help

influence

just follow their dreams, and I believe that's how
we'll fully discover our purpose in life," Bain said.
others

to

"On the way backfrom

conference meet,

everyone stayed up [for the thirteen hour

ride} talking and bonding. It wasfun.
© Oral Roberts University

"

-La'Iunya Short,fr.
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IN THE

NEWS
Campus wide days
..

of prayer and fast
ing were held to
pray for the school

throughout the year.
page 86

University Church
offered to stu
dents and the com
was

..

..

mfllnity in the fall.
page 78

KORE

devel
way for

was

oped as a

Sophomore Amber Earls takes a moment to
watch and learn some movesfrom senior Pairris
Thompson at the Bliss & Consuming Fire Ban

..

quet.

students and admin
tstratlon

to commu

..

..

nicate.

page 82

Strolling around the Plaza in Kansas
seniors Michael Johnson, Tremaine Pol

City,
lydore and sophomore Erica McMains converse
and enjoy each other's company during a retreat
for the worship staff.

The students
mourned the loss
of two students in a
fatal car accident.
page 91

Students chose from
71 different wings to
live on to find their
own.

page 92
© Oral Roberts University
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Before going out, sophomore Andrea Borman, senior Esther King andjunior Jane Sidler playfullyfight with their Halloween weapons. Students used
as an
opportunity to socialize and dress up with theirfriends in creative costumes rangingfromAmerican Idol contestants to theJolly Green
Giant. "Tbe friendships I have formed here have been incredibly impacting and I know that they will be life long, Borman said. "Ihey have had my back
through a lot and have always been there to help me through any situation.

Halloween

"

"

spread over the green grass, the group of friends sat outside, basking in the warmth
the sun offered. Text books lay open to their sides for studying, but they were more for an excuse to meet
up than actual studying. They talked about everything from classes and the new professor to who was
dating whom and shared spiritual struggles and triumphs. As everyone slowly left, the same thought went
through each one's mind: This is what I will always remember about college-the people.
"The people at ORU have welcomed me with open arms and accepted me for who I am and for my faith
in the Lord," freshman Christian Patterson said. "It is a true blessing from God to be where I am."
Academic stimulation may have originally motivated students to come, but relationships with people
With

a

soft blanket

kept them here. A shared faith formed instant bonds.
"Everything else is great but it's the people that keep me coming back here," junior Severo Baltasar said.
With the open environment, students were able to build relationships with not only each other but also
professors and other faculty. The developed friendships were for life, not just the college years. Even once
were

what

people were gone, they carried the lessons learned with them for a lifetime. Peers and mentors alike all left
lasting impacts
Whether it was from grabbing coffee at Hava Java, working on a school project together, attending the
same church and worship service or living together on floor, students made meanful friendships that would
© Oral Roberts University
.

never

end.

Abel, Saran, so.
Abinader, Vanessa, fro
Ablorh, Nadia, jr.
Abodakpi, Wonder, gr.
Adamiec, Marta, fro
Adarniec, Miriam, so.
Adams, Caron, fro
Adams, Samuel, jr.
Adams, Shed renna,

sr.

Afeld, Jeffrey,
Aguilar, Eliberto,

sr.
sr.

Ahia, Faustina, sr.
Al-Khaldi, Sarah, fro
Alaniz, Kayla, so.
Albrekstsen, Rachel, so.
Aldridge, Sara, jr.
Alexander, Kristy, so.
Alexander, Tarnrah, sr.

Allen, Aaron, so.
Allen, Tilitha, staff
Allicock, Alisha, jr.
Allicock, Nicole, so.
Ames, Joanna, fro
Anderson, Amy, jr.
Anderson, Aubrey, so.
Anderson, Kai, sr.
Anderson, Katie, so.

Anderson-Reed,

Christopher, jr.
Andrews, Brandon,
Anspaugh, James,

sr.
sr.

Anthony, Anna, sr.
Appledom, Danielle, sr.
Apura, Keren, fro
Archie, Anthony, so.
Armstrong, AshJey, jr.
Arnold, Jeri. fro

Arnold, Robert, gr.
Aure, Rebecca, so.
Austin-James, Vonie, gr.
Austin, Stash a, sr.

Bailey, Alyssa,

so.

Baissa, Tenaye, gr.
Baker, Jessica, jr.
Baklashev, Anastasia, so.
Balderson, Derek, fro

Balderson, Jacob, fro
Baltasar, Severo, [r,
Banks, Phylicia, fro
Baranchuk, Ruvim, so.
Barber, Christa, jr.
Barnaby, Colten, fro
Barnett, Natalie, sr.
Barrett, Jonathan, sr.
Bassey, Mbiotidem, fro

Bates, Joshua, jr.
Bauer, Matthew, jr.
Bausili, Elizabeth, jr.
Bautista, Jeanna, jr.
Bavido, Bonnie, jr.
Baye, Annette, sr.
Beavers, Aaron, so.
Beck, Stephanie, sr.
Becker, Caleb, sr.

Begay, Candace, so.
Belisle, James, jr.
Bellamy, Mercedes, sr.
Belotti, Christa, so.
Belousov, David, fro
Bennett, Aaron, fro
Bennett, Matthew, so.

Bethell, Keva,
Betz, Aaron,

sr.
sr.

Beyer, Mallory, so.
Bilbruck, Greg, gr.
Bingham, Vallary, sr.
Bittner, Matthew, jr.
Black, Lisa, so.
Black, Robert, gr.
Blanton, Zach, fro

© Oral Roberts University
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Block, Benjamin, jr.
Blotevogel, Sarah, fro
Blum, Melissa, soph.
Bocanegra, Calvin, fro
Bock, Nathaniel, fro
Bark, janine, sr.
Bark, Joy, fro
Bostick, Daisha, fro
Boston, Rowan, jr.

Bourgeois, Josiah, fro
Bowden, Kendra, so.
Bowman, Machan, fro
Boyce, Abby, so.
Brannberg, jonathan, jr.
Brantley, Matthew, so.
Bratschun, Sarah, jr.
Bright, Zoe, jr.
Briscoe, Esther,

so.

Brister, Dariel, fro
Brophy, Renee, jr.

Brougher, Gary, gr.
Broughton, Richard, sr.
Brownell, Samantha, jr.
Brown, Christopher, fac.
Brown, David, fro
Brown, Eboni, sr.
Brown, jacqueline, fro

Brown, jennifer,

so.

Brown Matthew,

sr.

Brown, Melissa, jr,
Brown, Pa ula, Sf.
Brown, Robert, sr.
Brundage, Andrea, jr.
Bryant, Hannah, so.
Bryce, Elizabeth, fro
Buchanan, Cherish, fro

Buckner, Mary, gr.
Bulger, David, so.
Bullard, Ethron, so.
Burks, Gabrielle, fro
Bums, Maura, jr.
Burton, Bethany, so.
Burton, Tad, so.
Burzynski, Gloria, jr.
Bustinza, Victor, sr.

Buswell, jared, fac.

Butay, Lydia,

sr.

Butler 1], Kerrick,
Butler, Robert, fro

Butterworth,
Christina, sr.
Buwebo, Martha,

jr.

so.

Byrd, Anthony, fro
Byrd, Candice, fro
Cadle, Amanda, fro

Calhoun, Tiffany, fro
Camacho, Veronica, fro
Cannon, joe, fac.
Cano, Sarah, fro

Carabajal,
Christina, fro

Carbaugh, Rachel,

sr.

Carlson, Ben, fro
Carlton, Dustin, sr.
Carr, Scott, staff

Carr, Susan, fac.

Carranza, [esikah, so.
Carroll, Lisa, so.
Carter, Allison, fro
Carter, Elisha, sr.
Carter, Emily, gr.
Carvajal, Gloria, so.
Chang, juan, so.
ChanJonChu,
Rashid, fro

Chase, Kelly, jr.
Chau, Brian, jr.
Chau, Merilyn, fro
Chelimo, Diana, sr.
Chenoweth,
Heather, fro
Cherla, Ruth, gr.
Clucas, Christian, so.
Chimunda, Takunda
Choisnet, Kyle, sr.

© Oral Roberts University

Claiborne, Cynthia, staff
Clark, Halee, sr.
Clem, Brandon, so.
Clements, Molly, fro
Clementz, Jared, so.

Clopton. Analisa, jr.
Coan, Joshua, sr.
Coble, Jason, sr.
Coker, Oloruntobi, fro

Colbert, Kyle, jr.
Coleman, James, jr.
Conner, Cody, sr.
Consiglio, Chris, jr.
Converti, Carolyn, so.
Cooke, Alyssa, sr.
Cooke, Naomi, sr.

Cooper, Anthony,
Cornell, Rebekah,

sr,
so.

Covarelli, Jordan, so.
Cowherd, Naomi, so.
Cox, Jarred, jr.
Craft, Keela, fro
Craig, Rebecca, so.
Cressy, Veronica, sr.
Crider, Martina, sr.
Cuffy, Frederick, fro
Daniels, Cherise, jr.

Danner, Ginger, jr.
Dargel, Alexander, jr,
Daugherty, Paul, sr.
Davenport, Stevie, fro
David, Avain, gr.
Davis ill, Emanuel, fro
Davis, Brian, fro
Davis, Cicely, sr.
Davis, Elizabeth, jr.

Davis, Jacob, gr.
Davis, [enise, so.
Davis, June, sr.

Day, Jewel,

fro

Deason, Amanda, so.
Decker, Amy, sr,
Deleon, Marissa, sr.
Dies, Eric, sr.
Dies, Nathan, so.

·h

The vision

began

to

stir in the heart of Director of Creative AFits

Jordan Roberts' last year when she was placed in charge of Campus Wor
ship. As it became its own entity, a new vision came forth to bew[]l€ mere
community. This became a family vision with lDr. RicliiiaFd
wife, Lindsay Roberts, helping. Everything was mFl!a1i2Je€l

involved with the

Roberts and his
and

University Church

at

the Mabee Center

began in the falil semester of

2007.

"The response was good and the stands were filled to exp0cllati@Ji}s.
The students seem very hungry for God," Assistant Director of Creati;v€
Arts for

University Church Hailey Hipple said.
Another unique aspect of University Church was that students
were
given the opportunity by ORU leadership to preach and impart to
their peers.
"I

am

learning that the

students

can use

their

gifts

at

school and

heart," graduate student Earl Grandberry said. He sumed up University Church as an "opportunity".
the
the
students
Dr. Roberts gave
option of attending Chapel on Friday or going to University Church on Sunday evening. Love, faith.,
healing and the Holy Spirit were the themes given to the students who preached.
"Because I am a senior, it gives me more time for my studies on Friday," senior David Johnson said. "The message also confirmed my sealer

we can

receive from anyone if you open your

"love". David summed up University Church with one word: "unity".
With more of an emphasis on worship, the students found the changes exciting. They were given
tremendous time of ministry, meant to reach the students in ways that have never been done before.

paper

on

© Oral Roberts University

a

time

to

receive prayer also. It

was a
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Dinkins, Miesha, fro

Dispenza, Adam, so.
Dittus, Lynette, fae.
Divine, Donna,

so.

Dockery, Kourtney, sr,
Donohue, Michael, fro
Drury, Dawn, Sf.
Duckworth, Portia, jr.
Duke, Bemis, fae.

Dunagan, Christine,
Dunagan, joshua, jr.

fro

Dunbar, Sarah Faith, jr.
Duncan, Rebekah, sr.

Dunlap, Joshua, so
Dunlap, Nikki, so.
Dunn, Christina,
Dunn, Diedra, jr.
Dunn, Julie, jr,

so.

Duran, Gary, sr.
Dyer, Crystal, gr.
Dyk, Samuel, jr.
Dyson, David, fae.
Dyson, Laurel, jr.
Easterling, Charissa,

sr.

Ebbs, Shelli, so.
Eckstein, Kurtis, fro
Edgar. Rachelle, jr.

Edgar, Richard, sr.
Edmond, Kelli, so.
Edwards, Jasmine,

so.

Egana, Bricelyn, so.
Eggemeyer, jessica,

fro

Eharnbe, Moses, sr.
Ehrlich, Kristen, sr.
Eimer, Charis, so.
Ek, Matilda, fro

Ekarlind, Anna, gr.
Ekblad, TImothy, fae.
Ekblad, Trent, fro
Ekarlind, Andreas, grad.
Eland, Don, fae.
Elmore, Bethany, fro
Engle, Robert, so.
Enriquez, Richard, sr.
Epperson, William, fae.

Erby, Adrienne,

sr.

Erickson, Luke, sr.
Escareno, Megan, soph.
Escobedo, Lauren, fro
Esparza, Matt, so.
Estes, Renee, fro
Estes, Sean, jr.
Estrello, Marissa, fro
Evans, Mandrea, sr.

Evbuomwan,
Demilade, fro
Fagbenro, Olibunrni, fro
Faltisko, Amy, fro
Farone, Dominick, sr.
Fetty, Lazarus, fro
Fischer, Angela, sr.
Fisher, Allison, sr.
Fisher, Candace, jr.
Fisher, Genesis, jr.

Fiss, Byron, fro
Fla ton, Danielle, so.
Flores, Ashley, fro
Forbes, Joshua, so.
Forrest, Jonathan, fro
Forrister, Meghan, so.
Foster, Brittany, jr.
Foster, Lawrence, gr.
Fouke, Elizabeth, fro

Fouts, Rachel, fro
France, Estina, sr.
Francisco, Lesley, fro
Franco, Rodolfo, sr.
Francois, Shane, fro
Frank, Rachel, jr.
Frank, Ruth, fro
Franklin, Chelsea, so.
Fran ler, Nathan, jr.
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Frederick, Corey, fro
Freund, Stacia, so.

Fry, Lindsay, sr.
Fujita, Aandra, fro
Fuller, Douglas, fro
ullerton, Alexandrea, fro
Fulton, Althea, fro
Gabbin, Larry, jr.
Gaikwad, Joel, fac.

Gaitan, Nathaniel, fro
Galberth, Roy, fro
Gant, Danielle, jr.
Garbuz, Alina, jr.
Garcia, Rachel, sr.
Gardner, Aeris, fro
Gardner, Renee, gr.

Garmy, Pablo, so.
Garrison, Katelyn, fro

Gazelka, Jessica, sr.
Geerkcken, Clemens, sr.
Geers, Jessica, jr.
Geier, William, sr.
Gentry, Jonathan, sr.
George, Grant, sr.
German, Sarah, so.
Giammarino, Danielle.fr,
Gibson, Rhonda, sr.

Gilberts, Joy, fro
Gillen, George, fac.
Gillespie, Jonathan, fro

Gipson, Brittany,

fro

Gissler, Richard, fro
Githira, Eric, so.
Gladish, Gerald, fro
Gober, Ryan, jr.
Goemaatt, Jennifer, sr.

Goff, Krista, jr.
Gomez, Kimi, sr.
Goncalves, Alexandre, jr.
Gonzales, Bethany, fro
Gonzales, Savannah, fro
Gonzalez, Carmen, sr.
Gonzalez, Mike, fro
Gonzalez, Rebecca, jr.
Gore, Natalie, so.

Grant, Trevauhn,

sr.

Gray, Stephen,
Greathouse, Justin, fro
Green, Emmone, jr.
Green, Joshua, fro
Green, Justina, jr.
Green, Michelle, sr.
Greene, Charles, fro
Greenwald, Cynthia, jr.

Gregg, Elana, fae.
Griffin, Abigail, so.
Griffin, Gabriel, sr.
Griffith, Alexandra, so.
Grissett, Jeremiah, so.
Grothe, Anna, so.
Guipttons, Alvaro, jr,
Guy, Maxine, jr.
Haddaway, Art, sr.

Hahn, Brittany,

so.

Haley, Jordan, gr.
Hall, Alexand rine, fro
Hall, Ashey, so.
Hall, Jonathan, fro
Hall, Theresa, gr.
Hammer, Victor, fro
Hammes, Rebecca, fro
Hampton, Christina, fro

Hand, David, fae.
Hankins, Keri, jr.
Hankins, Taylor, sr.
Hansen, Liv Marie, jr.
Hanson, Candace, sr.
Harmon, Sara, ST.
Harness, Nicholas, fro
Harness, Nicholas, fro

Harper, Daysha,

fro

© Oral Roberts University
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Harrington, Sara, fro
Harris, Christopher, fro
Hart, Rachael, jr.
Hase, Benjamin fro
Hash, Chene, so.
Hatch, Keith, sr.
Hawkins,
Christopher,

so.

Head, Daniel, fro
Headley, Shannon, jr.

Headrick, Faye, so
Hebert, Elizabeth, gr.
Hecker, Grace, sr.
Hedges, Heather, fro
Hedrick, Vanessa, fro
Heffernan, Joseph, sr.
Heil, Amber, fro
Heiler, Lindsey, jr.

Hejtmanek, Bethany,

sr.

Henderson, Jessica, fro
Hennenfrent, Sarah, so.
Henry, Davie, jr.
Herbert, Adam, fro
Hernandez, Gianelle, so.
Herndon, Larry, so.
Herrman, Evan, fro
Herron, Steven, so.
Hershey, Joshua, so.

Herzer, jessica, sr.
Hill, Charity, so.
Hinson, Rebecca, jr.
Hinton, G. Audrey, sr.
Hobson, Meredith, so.
Hobson, Rachel, sr.
Hodges, Tahlia, jr.

Hogenmiller, Emily, fro
Hohensee, Kimberly, gr.

Holgerson, Sarah, so.
Holman, Christy, fro
Holmes, jennifer, sr.
Holmen, Keonja, so.
Holth, Erik, sr.
Hood, Erica, fro
Hood, Rachel, jr.
Hopewell, Calviani, gr.
Hom, Deanna, sr.

Horvath, Jonathan, fro
Houston, Danielle, fro
Hovenesian, Janet, fro

Howington, jocelyn,
Howland, Paige, jr.
Hrubik, Deborah, jr.
Hubbard, Cora, sr.
Hubbeling, Drew, sr.
Hudson, judah, sr.

Hudson, Rebecca, so.
Huene, Daniel, so.
Huggins, Emerald, jr.
Huggins, Kelsea, fro

Hughes, Emalyn, fro
Hughes, Emilie, fro
Hughes, joshua, fro
Hunt, Emily, jr.
Hunt, Nathaniel,

sr.

Hunt, Rachel, sr.
Hurling, Antonio, fro
Ingman, Sarah, fr.
Innis, Sarah, jr.
Iwangaga, Kathleen,
Jackson, Eowyn, fro
jacob, jared, fro
Jacobi, Erin, jr.
jacobs, Cassia, jr.

Jacobs, Marsha, gr.

[aiyeola, Adetayo,
James, Maria,

fro

so.

Jeanty, Ramsey,

sr.

Jeffery, Brienne,

sr.

Jefferis, Peter, so.
Jimenez V, Pedro, jr.
jimenez, Valeria, Sf.

Johnanningmeier,
Ryan,

© Oral Roberts University

sr.

fro

john, Jason J., gr.
John, jason T., gr.
Johns, Ashely, jr.
Johnston, Aaron, so.
johnson, Crystal, gr.
Johnson, David, sr.
johnson, Diandra, sr.
Johnson, [ovonna, fro
[ohnson, Megan, sr.

johnson, Michael, sr.
johnson, Morgan, sr.
johnson, Rebekah, fro
[ohnson, Robert, so.
Johnson, Sarah, jr.
Johnson, Sheri, so.
Johnson, Whitney, sr.

Johnson-Bryant,
Amber, fro

Johnson-Bryant,
Crystal, so.
Jones, Aurora, Sf.
Jones, Corniche, sr.
Jones, [errica, so.
Jones, Kingston,
Jones, Lynn, fro
joseph, Rayell, jr.
Joshua, Benjin, fro
Kaasik, Joshua, fro

Kagin, Alyssa,

so.

Kam, Khup, gr.
Kang, Sinwook, fro
Kanold, Sharlene, so.
Kattiems, Naruna, fro
Kauffman, Adam, so.
Keeton, Ezra, so.
Kelley, Donna, fro
Kelley, Miranda, sr.
Kelley, Sarah, sr.

Kelley, Mona, sr.
Kenny, joshua, fro
Kestle, Faith, jr.
Kahi, Ngin, fro
Keifer, Ian, jr.
Kiforishina, Anna, so.
Kiidli, Taavet, fro
Kiley, Aarika, fro
Kimani, Rachel, fro

Kimbrough,
Chelsea, fro
Kirnso,

Habiboulaye, fro
King, David, sr.
King, Esther, sr.
King, john, sr.
Kissell, Gordon, fro
Kits, Yelisey,

Klump, Kathryn, sr.
Knight, Rebecca, fro
Knight, Tiffany, so.
Knisely, Chelsea, sr.
Knurr, Gretchen, fro
Koger, Heather, jr.
Kolb, Michelle, so.
Korets, Rostilav, jr.
Koslovsky, Esther, sr.
Kovalchuk, Sergey, so.

Kozlinski, [oyelle, jr.

Kral, Ryan,

so.

Krause, Kathleen, fro
Kuckkahn,
Michael, sr.
Kulich, Rachel, so.
Kunkel, Kalee, fro
Kunkel, Karnrni, fro

Kuykendall,
Christina, gr.
Labash, Debra, staff
Lagat, [onah, fro

Lamb, Jonathan, sr.
Lamb, Moriah, fro
Lamb, Rachel, jr.
Larnber, Ryan, jr.
Landis, [onatha, so.

Langeliers, Maggie, jr.
Lankford, Tyler, fro
Lapp, Amanda, sr.
Larremore, Susie,

Sf.
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Lauer, Ashley, sr.
Lee, Aaron, sr.
Lee, Adrian, so.
Lee, Brandie, fro
Leeper, Michael, fro
Leib, Joseph, fro
Leland, Sue Ann, gr.
Leon, Alyssa, so.
Leona, Jacqueline, sr.

Lewis, Blake, so.
Leyva, Brenda, jr.

Leyva, Tiffany,

so.

Liddell, Christal,
Liko, Jael, jr.

sr.

Lindberg, Evalynne,
Lindsey, Camille, sr.

gr.

Liverman, Nathan, so.
Livingston, James, so.

Livingston, Marcia,
Locke, Leighanne,

gr.

Lofsrrom-Dewes,
Alexie, jr.
Loi, Stephen, gr.
Longley, Nakeesha, jr.
Lott, Virginia, jr.
Louis, Thomas, jr.
Love, Beverly, fro
Love, Renee, so.

Lovegrove,
Ann

Pemilla,

sr.

Lowry, Cherie, jr.
Lowry, Morgan, fro
Luce, Hannah, fro
Luck, Genna, fro

Lundgren,
Christopher, fro
Lundgren, David,
Lundgren,

fro

Catherine, gr.

Lungren, Kristen, jr.
Macomson,

Cynthia,

sr.

Madea, Kristen, sr.
Maeda, Lilia, sr.
Maguire, Sean, fro
Maj. Kendrin, so.

Makaha, Angella, sr.
Malcolm, Jane,
Maldonado,
Jennifer, so.
Maliaric, Jonathan, so.

KORE of t�e Matter
ENLIGHTENliNG £ITTr1DIENTS

.

seeds in

apple core were where its life began, so Kore was at the center of student life on
the Oral Roberts University campus. Kore was initially designed as an outlet for students to
respond to
and understand controversial issues. This new symposium was about
campus life bringing administration and students together in unity. The
was done last
groundwork
year and was put in place during the
Just

as

an

fall semester.

Kore gave students a forum to hear what was happening on campus and all the
projects that were
done.
It
also
students
know
the
administration's
heart
and
that
being
helped
they were working hard to
make a better campus. In addition, it allowed the administration to know what is
going on in the minds of

the students.

available and the students got updates on "Facebook."
"The students will receive a full transcript of everything that has been done on
campus
them," said junior Kerrick Butler.
There
also

A website

were

three

was

meetings

a

semester. The first

meeting focused

on

campus

to

help

improvements.

There

Spiritual Atmosphere Forum.
"Kore just stirs a hunger to see God move, which should be our passion. God has called us to
go
out into the world, and this
us back to our main focus," said freshman Mbiotidem
brings
Basey.
The purpose of Kore was to give the students a chance to make a difference on
campus. It was a
place for their voice to be heard and to make an impact on those around them.
was

a
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Manda, Vinay, gr.
Manha,

Katlyn,

so.

Mankins, Forrest, fro
Mankins, Sarah, jr.
Mankins, Willow, sr.
Mann, Mara, so.
Marihugh, Kristen, so.

Marroquin, joy, jr.
Marshall, Rory,

so.

Marshall, Sarah, fro
Marth, Nathan, jr.
Martin, Christopher, fac.
Martin, Jonathan, sr.
Martin, Julian, fro
Maryadi, Andrew, sr.
Masilanmoni Karlson,

Vijay,

gr.

Mathew, Samuel, jr.
Mathews, Jessica, fro

Mathews, Brian, so.
Matu, Joel, jr.
Ma uck, La uren, fro
Mayerson, Rochelle, sr.

Mayfield, Raquel, fro
Mayhew, jennifer, sr.
McCall, Stephen, fro
McCarthy, Becky, so
McClatchy, Kristin, jr.
.

McCown, jordan, so.
McCrate, [acklyn, sr.
Mcfarland, Melody, fro
McGee, Hadassah, jr.
McGillicuddy, Sean, fro
McGlaun, Michelle, sr.
Mclnnis, Brittany. sr.

McKinney, Kenya, sr.
McKinnie, Kiera, fro

McMillan, Angela, sr.
Mcl-Jamara, Katherine, sr.
McNaney, Rebekah,
Meadows, jonathan, so.
Merkl, Bryce, fro

Meyer, Ryan,

fro

Michaelson, Leesa, so.
Mikhail, Germaine, gr.
Milholland, Sarah, jr.

Millard, Evan, jr.
Miller, Anna, fro
Miller, Chrissy, sr.
Miller, J enna, j r.
Miller, Micah, jr.
Miller, Molly, sr.
Miller, Tiffany, fro
Mills, Becky, staff
Mills, Carrie, sr.

Mills, Michelle, fro
Mills, Phillip, fro
Mills, Whitney, fro
Miner, Shannon, jr.
Mitchell, Carrie, fro
Mitchell, Donnell, jr
Mittnight, jessica, sr.
Modder, Janice, jr.
Moles, Stephanie, fro

Mondesir, Desiree, jr.
Monnet, Donye, sr.
Moomaw, Christy, jr.
Moore, Amy, sr.
Moore, Catherine, jr.
Moore, Thomas, sr.
Moore, Victoria, Sf.
Morgan, Aston, gr.
Morgan, Brandon, sr.

Morgan, Ryan, sr.
Morris, Rosalind, so.
Morrison, Madelyn, so.
Mortise, Brenda, jr.
Mourn, Lisa, jr.
Mow, Daniel, sr.
Muccio, Joshua, so.
Muirhead, Alex, so.
Mukasa, Joseph, fac,
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Mullican,

Margaret,

fae.

Munce, Vanessa, sr.
MW1CY, Rhema, sr.
Munoz, Andrew, sr.
Murphy, Andrew, jr.
Murray, Ellouise, gr.
Murray, Matthew, sr,
Myers, Sandi, staff

Mygrants, Joy, gr.
Nagao, Toshihiro,

gr.

Nannarone,

Melissa,

sr.

Napierralski,
[ashua, fro
Narcisco, Vincent, sr.
Nash, Brandon, sr.
Navarro, Beatriz, fro
Ndackson, Salome, sr.

Neal, Janet, fro
Nelms, Michael, fro
Nelson, Nathan, fro
Nelson, Philip, so.
Neve, Scott, fro
Newsome, [amia, fro
Newsome, Tiffani, so.
Newton, Micah, so.
Nichol, justin, fro
Nicholl, Joshua, fro
Nickoley, Susan, sr.

Nievar, Lauren, fro
Nixon, Ashley, fro
Nnaka, Emeka, fro
Noisin, Andrew, sr.
Nosak, joseph, gr.
Nyawayi, Idaishe, fro
O'Kelley, A us tin, fro
O'Rourke, Martin, sr.
aeon, Celena, fro

Oderkirk, Tessah, jr.
Ogle, Tina, sr.
Okorie, Victory, fro
Oliveira,

Jacqueline,

sr.

Olsen, Jordan, gr.
Olson, Alexandria, so.
Olson, Katelyn, so.
Oommen, Merlyn, so.
Oriewo, Edwin, sr.

Osaghae-Morgan,
Osahon, so.
Otabil, Maame, so.
Ovel, Brian, so.
Overton, Ashlee, so.
Owen, Lindsay, fro
Owens, Melissa, jr.
Oxford, Lauren, so.
Park, Sujung, fro
Parker, Alexandra, fro

Parker, Jonathon, fro
Parks, LaToya, fro
Parsons, Chloe, fro
Patel, Kayzad, so.

Paul,jaVoM, sr.
Paulick, Clifford, staff
Paulson, Christie, so.
Pearson, Aubrey, sr.
Pease, Nathan, fro

Pember, Jeremy, jr.
Pense, Marah, jr.
Perkins, Tiphanie, jr.
Peterson, Brent, fro
Peterson, Joanna, sr.
Pettis, Travis, so.
Phelps, Nathan, fro
Pigman, James, so.
Pinto, Carlos, sr.

Pinto, jonathan, jr,
Pittman, Brittany, fro
Plushko, Paul, jr.

Plyushko, Svetlana, jr.
Plyushko, Timofey, so.
Pohlman, Blake, jr.
Pohlman, Mariel, fro
Pollard, Amber, so.

Pollydore,
Tremaine,
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sr.

Potter, Kelsey, so.
Powell, Ebony, so.
Powell, Faye, gr.
Powell, Joshua, sr.
Powell, Nathan, jr.
Preslar,

Christopher, jr.
Pride, Kelley, jr.
Prier, Jesse, jr.
Prieto, Melisa, fro

Pri tt, Micah, fro

Puga, Pedro, so.
Quinonez, Shirley, sr.
Raber, Benjamin, jr.
Rachel, Pamela, jr.
Ramirez, Cindy, fro
Ranalli, Brittany, jr.
Redekas,

Jacqueline, jr.
Redemann,
Elizabeth, fro

Reed, Vanna, staff
Reid, Assif, gr.
Reid, Brenda, gr.
Reimer, Twyla, fro

Remington,
Miranda, so.
Revoir, James, gr.
Rhoades, Ashley, so.
Rhodes, Jonathan, so.
Ribera, Willans, sr.
Richard, Keyunti, fro
Riffe, Samuel, fro
Rink, Daniel, jr.
Rios, David, sr.
Ritzheirner,
Amanda, fro
Rivera, Jonathan, jr.
Roberts, Carolyn, sr.
Roberts, Mark, fac.
Roberts, Natalie, jr.

Robinson, Krystal, fro
Robinson, Sabrina, jr.
Robinson, tommy, jr.
Rodencal, Raeshal, fro
Rodgers, J errica, fro

Rodriguez,
Christopher, so.
Rodriguez, Jason, gr.
Rodriguez, Jessica, fro
Rolle, Krysten, fro
Roman, Ka therine, sr.
Rosado, Jeanine, sr.
Rose, Becca, so.
Rose, Joshua, so.
Rose, Samantha, fro

Rosenberger,
Hannah,

sr.

Ross, Joshua, so.
Rossman, Alison, so
Rotea, Dari us, so.

Ruggles, Brettley,

fro

Rush, Robert, fro
Ryan, Katherine, sr.
Rydin, Matthew, sr.
Salazar Carlos, fro
Salmon, Peter, so.
Salyers, Katie, fro
Sampayo, Yoana, sr.
Saunders, Melissa, fro

Morgan, fro
Sawyer, Peter, sr.

Saunier,

Schaefer, Aimee, fro
Schaefer, Tim, jr.
Schear, Angela, sr.
Schmidt, Charissa, sr.
Schkade, Daniel, jr.
Schneider,
Michelle, sr.
Schneider, Tony, jr.

Sciranko, Megan, jr.
Scott, Michelle, sr.

Sepehr, Ani ta,

fro

Seremet, Bethany, so.
Shamoon, Mallory, fro
Shearer, Bethany, fro
Shepard, Pa ul, fro
Sheron, Elizabeth, gr.
Sherwood, Brooke, so.
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Shinn, Ka rin
Shirk, Wendy, fac.
Short, La'Ianya, fro
Shorter, Dayton, sr.
Shawler, Amanda, fro

Shrewsbury, Linda
Shull, Alyssa, sr.
Shumate, Shandy, sr.
Sierra, Francisco,

sr.

Simmons, Brooklynn, sr.
Simmons, Quishawn, fro
Simon, Michelle, fro
Sims, Carl, so
Sims, Caesar, sr.

Singleton, Saphira,

so.

Skinner, Robert, fac.
Slatkovsky, Melissa, sr.
Slinkard, Melissa, fro

Smal, Sergey, so.
Smith, Aaron, fro
Smith, Caron, gr.
Smith, Erik, sr.
Smith, Jaime, jr.
Smi th, Kailand, fro
Smith, Tiffany, jr.
Sneed, Milagros
Snuffer, David, fro

Soko,Arnold
Soto, Leticia, sr.
Soto, Lorena, Sf.
Souza, Rafaela, jr.
Sowell, Debra, staff
Spack, Carol, so.
Spack, Chelsea, fro

Spees, Megan, jr.
Sprouse, Dustin, SQ.

Staab, Elizabeth, sr.
Staley, Erin, fro
Stanley, Karen, sr.
Stanton, ZaQuetta
Stark, Kevin, so.
Steele, Jennifer, sr.

Stephens, Benjamin, jr.
Stephens, Samuel, sr.
Stodden, Andrew, fro

�astil\g am.a Pra>Y@f for ChaRge
SEEK]NG JREWlVIIf\L FOR SCHOOL

1\ 1

I

131

1

�ugb\:

This year, President of the Student Association and
senior Adam Arrington began to envision a prayer and fast

ing day several

year at Oral Roberts University. He
believed that the Lord would have volunteer students spend
times

a

day apart with prayer and fasting from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm
with a unified worship and prayer meeting held the evening of
that day. Each of the days would have special issues that have
arisen out of the student body that were prayed for.
((I hope this will be an annual program at Oral
Roberts." senior Adam Arrington said.
As students fasted from their daily distractions and
sought
God through prayer and Bible reading, they felt His spirit
move. Some themes that were covered last year were asking the Lord for wisdom for the
University faculty and the
students, their purposes here and in the future, family salvation, spiritual strongholds, academic performance during
the school year and the manifestation of financial needs being met for the students and the University body. Prayer
request cards were given out to the volunteers who filled them out and then took them to the service at night to have
them prayed for.
© Oral Roberts University
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Stone, Dennis, fro
Stone, Raphael, sr.
Strube, Elizabeth, sr.
Stuart, Donnie, sr.
Stubbs, [enica, so.
Suggs, Patricia, sr.
Sullivan, Brian, fro
Sullivan, Dana, sr.
Sullivan, Dexter, fro

Sullivent, Ryan, fro

Summerer, Andrew, fro
Summerer, Mallory, jr.
Summerer, Timothy, jr.
Sumo, Christine, so.
Sutter, Teresagr.
Swanson, Sara, sr.
Sweeney, Hannah, fro
Tabor, Brice, sr.

Tabor, Kenneth, jr.
Talbert, Rachel, jr.

Talley, Alysia, fro
Taylor, Amber, jr.
Taylor, Derek, so.
Taylor, Jacob, jr.
Tebi, Sarah, fro
Teinert, Josh, sr.
Thieret, [enna, so.

Thigpen, Christine, fro
Thomas, Shirley, jr.
Thomas, Stephen, so.
Thomas, Takiyah, sr.
Thome, Benjamin, so.
Thompson, Amanda, fro
Thompson, Danielle, fro
Thompson, Lucretia, fro
Threadgill, Kristin, so.
Thrower, Dar/Nita, so.
TIeman, Claire, jr.
TIfft, Aaron, fro

Tjeerdsma, John,

so.

Tober, Lisa, jr.
Todd, Tyler, jr.
Tolander, Lonnie, gr.
Tolorneo, Christina, jr.

Tongue, Wesley,

sr.

Tony, Melinda, sr.
Toohill, Luke, fro

Tophia, Shanika,

so.

Tornatore, Erika, jr.
Tau thang, Kimboi, sr.
Towles, Kristin, fro
Traeger, Matt, fro

Trent, Mary, fac.
Troyke, Dennis, so.

Trussell, Jennifer, so.
TuB, Courtnay, fro

Tyree, Sarah,

fro

Utz, Karl, so.
Valentine, Amy, so.
Van Valin, Jeremy, sr.
Van Vogt, Maria, sr.
VanDeusen, David, jr.
Va rghese, G insey,

j r.

Varghese, Grace, fro
Vaughn, Rachel, jr.
Vega, Daniel, sr.
Vermette, David, fro

Vigil, Angeleen, fro
Villalobos, Christo-

pher,

sr.

Vincent, Susan, so.
Vincent.Suzanne,
Voth, Rochelle, fro

Wagnon, Christina, so.
Wagnon, Esther, fro
Wahl, Joshua, sr.
Wahl, Natalie, so.
WakaJ, Mia, fro
Waiker, Ramond, so.
Wallace, Ryan, sr.
Wallace, Stephanie, jr.
Waller, Tamara, sr.
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Wanjiku, James,
Ward, Eric, sr.

sr.

Warren, Jared, so.
Watson, Lovern, sr.
Watson, Tom,
Webb, Clarissa, jr.
Webb, Jared, sr.
Weir, Arthur
Weiser, Ma rtha, fro

Wells, Emily, fro
Wells, Ronald, gr.
Wentz, Joy, fro
Wesel, Sarah, so.
West, Alycia, fro
White, Miranda, jr.
Whitlock, Rachel, fro
WJ.lkinson, Daniel, so.
Williams, Donna, gr.

Williams, Kimberly, fro
Williams, LaQuez, sr.
Williams, Lemuel, sr.
WJ.lliams, Michelle, fro
Willians, Ryon,
WJ.lliford, Anthony, gr.
WJ.llis, Alyssa, so.
Willis, David, jr.
Willis, Joseph, sr.

Willis, Sharon,
WJ.lson, Brittany, fro
Wilson, Yakez, fro
Winegar, Naomi, sr.

Winkfield, Kevin,
Winn, Ashley, jr.
Wuth, Rachel, so.

sr.

Wisener, Megan, fro
Witt, Monique, jr.

Wolfcale, Aaron, fro
Wolfer, David, so.
Woods, Lea]" sr.
Woods, Vanessa, fro
Wooten, Ruth, fro

WormingtonJohnson, Natasha,

Wright, [ohn, jr.
Wynkoop, Kaitlin,
Yanase, Ashley, jr.

sr.

fro

Yoder, Stacey, jr.
York, Angie, so.

Young.Ann,
Young, Bradford,
YOWlg, Rachel, sr.
Zakes, Catherine, sr.
Zientz, Mitchell, jr.

Zigrang, Benjamin, jr.
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We hear reports

everyday on the news of young
lives taken unexpectedly. We comfort our friends
as
they tell us that they've just lost someone they
loved. Still we can never fully understand the heart
ache that

comes

with loss until

we

experience

it

first hand. On March 7, the lives of ORU students

Gloria

Burzynski, 21, and Rachel Davis, 19, were
taken in a car accident. Knowing that they are with
our

Father in heaven has been

hasn't taken away

our

a

comfort, but

it

grief and confusion.

Burzynski, a junior from Elmhurst, Ill., majored
in Graphic Design-Video. She was on the wom
en's track and field team in the throwing events.
Burzynski transferred to ORU in the fall of2006,
having previously attended Coe College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Burzynski enjoyed a number of
activities, especially expressing herself through art
and music.

sophomore from Edmond, Okla., was a
Biblical Literature/English Bible major. She loved
drinking coffee, running, writing and drawing.
Davis,

Davis

a

was a

member of Team Zambia with ORU

Missions in the

pated

in the

summer

0 RU

of 2007. She also

Community Outreach

ministered

weekly to the children of the
Park housing project in North Tulsa.
Ask any friend

or

acquaintance

Burzynski what they loved most

partici
team

that

Comanche

of Davis and

about the

two

women, and most will describe them with

adjec
"friendly."

"compassionate," "warm" and
Burzynski was one of junior Rachel Talbert's
best friends. The two women were inseparable-
they were roommates, track teammates and had
most of their classes together as they were both
majoring in graphic design. Burzynski and Talbert's
friends sometimes jokingly referred to the pair
tives like

as

"Frick and

Frack," "'Twinkies" and "the Bash

a

Posing together, junior Gloria Burzynski and sophomore Rachel Davis enjoy
sunny spring day. The girls, who passed away in a car accident on March 7, were

remem

b ere d

"

as

.

compassionate,

Twins."
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"

"

warm"d
an

"fri
nen dl"
y.

91

Memorial
"When I

thing

make

to

ment,

was

down, Gloria always tried doing

me

or even a

smile, making faces

at me, a

some

funny com

hug," Talbert said. "She was always letting

know how much she loved me, and sometimes I'd

me

in from class and she'd

yell 'roomie!' and

come

give

come

me a

giant hug."

Sophomore Shanika Tophia was also on the track team
and was greatly impacted by Burzynski's kindness and
hard-working nature.
"Gloria was one of the sweetest people I have ever
met,"Tophia said. "She had a way of making you smile
even if
you were having a bad day. That was just who she
was, always positive, always striving to be better, and always
there for those she loved."

Members oflast
Davis
at

Doing her favorite thing in her favorite place and wearing her
sophomore Rachel Davis listens to music while drinking

coffee

at

Nords.

While

ski poses

spending time in her friend's room, junior
on Valentine's
Day.

Gloria

Burzyn

Zambia

paid tribute

the memorial service held in honor of both

at

Christ's

Chapel

"My favorite
favoriet shirt,

year's Team

on

memory is

met

to

anyone

because of the

can

women

March 12.

just listening

to

Rachel talk

about how much she loved jesus.I team member
Suhsen said. "I

to

remember

thinking

whom her Savior

intimacy

was

that I have

such

she had with the

without fear of failure. She

Bryanne

a

never

reality. And

Lord, she lived

incredible

example to all
who met her, and I learned a lot from her during the short
time I spent with her. I will miss her immensely."
Senior Deanna Horn recalled the "spiritual glow" that
set an

radiated from Davis when she returned from the mission

trip. Davis
with her

chose

leave all the clothes she had

brought

Africa, to be worn by the children her

to

ministered
"Your

to

team

had

to.

spiritual life impacted

could tell you how much that

and altered mine; I

meant to

never

me," Horn said

about Davis

candlelit memorial

service in

12. "You had such

during her speech at the
the Prayer Gardens March

a

heart for the Lord and for others."

The

pain oflosing Burzynski and Davis will never
entirely go away, but their friends seek healing by remem

bering

all the

fragile

life is and how

good times we've shared with the girls. Every
one affected
by this tragedy--even those who didn't know
Burzynski and Davis personally--has learned just how

Both

oj those daug

had noth en

ters

of Go I

but IO�{) ill thei

Jesus loves

important it is

us.

"I love them and miss them
are

and

can

that we'll

almost

both, but

I know where

see

them

picture what they're doing and

again," sophomore

"They're happy, and we

trton

love others the way

'"

hearts'
l'a

to

o

h.

19

or

more

20

than
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I know

Grace Parton said.

should celebrate their lives. In their

they accomplished so much, much
most
people do in gO-year-long lifetimes."

some

years,

they

I
I, I

1

H

I

A

wing

The focus
an

may have started

changed

extended

from

a

place

family, a home

wings

on

far

as

to

say

campus in

"The seventh floor

live

not

to

bust

out.

to

to

live, but throughout the

the

home,

people
a

lived with. The

own

choose their

name, its

wing, but

We all respect

our

spaces but

One of the aspects that students loved
Rock & Remnant -Susie 4 &

was

wing

one

an

own

chose

identity and its

rather that their

was a

[in Claudius Priscilla Roberts Hall]
said. "It's

of the year, it became

course

to

live

so

on soon

much

more.

transformed

lifeline.

different dormitories, there

separated," junior Kristin Threadgill
how

place

persona. It had its

they did

seven

to

a

away from

Every wing had a unique
venture as

out as

place for

wing

is almost like

united; C7

is like

a

reputation. Some might

chose them. With dozens of

everyone.
one

big wing, and we really don't feel

excellent mix of people who

are

own

appreciate quiet

times but know

big family."

having brother/sister wings. Every girl's wing on

Wesley 4
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campus had

a

to

Alpha Omega
Wesley 6

&

Goodfellas

Susie 6 &

T

Sigma,

Flint & Kalos

Claudius 6 South, EMR 3 North
& Claudius 3 North

brother

wing of guys

extended the

the

opposite

and vice

family feeling
sex

group of peers

and gave

to

wings

of o RU," junior Drew

and

members of

immediate

spend time with.

"Brother/sister

"They form

to

an

It

versa.

the social

are

Hubbeling

the foundation for

lasting interconnection

glue

said.

meaningful

among

stu

dents."

Students moved
different

reasons.

onto

Some

their

were

wings for

placed

all

there.

Some followed friends in student leader

ship.

Some followed their athletic

From Men of God

from Adonai
to

© Oral Roberts University

to

wings.

to

Goodfellas,

Agape, from Lambda Phi

Kalos, all found

their

[MOG]

teams.

a

place

to

belong on

()

L

(! »ouldn't

ttie

1

,

tobe

u

'I,..{

I

V

bll Id relat

0

-

.\hipf

'lth the

coolest

I

am

id mas

"'.il

� gUYf
'II
=oe
meet
YOl
that can last a
"

l�reti

It!

-Jeremy

.

Moore fr

Zoe, GRock &

Agape
Claudius 4 East, EMR
3 East & Gabrielle 3

Lower

e

.Abba & Men

of

Honor

Susie 5 &

Wesley 5
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Wings
f

Imago Dei,

Armor &

Full

Quest

Claudius 3 South,
EMR 3 South &
Claudius 2 North

"Wings bring
unity and give
you

a

set

group of

friends that can
pour into your life
and you

can

pour

into theirs
as

well."

-Jenny Fiest,jr.

Lc ft: Gucci & Youngblood
Claudius 5 South & EMR

·5 South
Below. Men
EMRSEast

© Oral Roberts University

of God (MOG)

Penuel
Gabrielle 2

Upper

ltJTlng lite
tmospbet of
where yo
with

a

I C

bunch

if

and havefun b

the same

time

t

t

nober

wVOll can become he men
God ha called us to be

by keeping each othe
accountable and lift-

·ngeach
other

up
in pra.yer.
It creates

a

tight f{rou
offriendf
that you'll
probably
haoefor
'

life.
�

Philip Nelson

Brigade

&

Lambda Phi

Wesley

7 & Susie 7

Kingsmen
EMR6East

The

wings featured

do

not

reflect all

wings on campus. Wings were offered the
opportunity to submit photos for publica
tion, and the ones we received, that were

enough photo publication quality,
were
placed on these pages.
of high

© Oral Roberts University

Wings
Oasis
Frances 8

United

Wesley 3
Red,

Infinity

& Lifeguard

Susie 2, Gabrielle 1 Lower & Michael 7
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t
t.

Delivering

the

student response, graduat
ing senior Jamie Weathers
reminds

graduates

of the

relevance of their Bibli

cally based, whole person
education. "I stood up at the
podium and felt the shudder
of energy

anticipating

oratory failure

my

or success.

But before I uttered a word
I thought, "Let 'em have it

Lord," Weathers said.

© Oral Roberts University
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Graduation

.

A

faculty

member since 1967,
Dr. Robert G. Voight
is awarded

Faculty

Emeritus for his years
of service.

Along
with her fellow

graduates, senior Laura
Gissler celebrates her
alumnus

new

As dorm

rooms were

stripped bare

faces filled Tulsa's hotels,
for many senior and
The

status.

and familiar

graduation day approached
students.

graduate

day of graduation was

like the peace after the

storm," senior Andre Noisin said. ((I woke up, and
the midst of having

hotel and make
out

graduation, I
day."

During the
addressed

pick my family up

that all my

after

ation

was

sure

to

felt such

ceremony, the

from the

things were
a

moved

peace about

gathered

in

gradu

crowd

by Kelly Wright, Fox News

Chan

nel

Correspondent, and long-time faculty member
Dr. Robert G. Voight was honored with a
Faculty
Emeritus award. Below the stage, hundreds of

together for the last time.
"Craduation day was a landmark," senior Rhema
Muncy said. "The ceremony felt like a commis
graduates

sat

sioning, launching pad

and

significance. I will always

a

time of great

remember the

spiritual

feeling of

sitting

in the middle of the

in the

stands, finally letting the accomplishment

room

instead of outside

sink in."

While

graduation officially marked the end of
one
leg of their journey, it inaugurated another.
© Oral Roberts University

TholTIas Robert Moore
We
has

...

proud of you, and although the road
been tough, only the touqh kept going

are

.

and this is the

world,

even our

\;,ic�ory that overcomett: the
faith. -1 John 5:4

with love,
Thomas

Anthony

Moore

Mattie I§:lizabeth Moore

Adesola

Iyanu
(our

Olutola

miracle

Conqratulatlonsl

We

are

child)

proud of you.

things God has done. All glory to Him who
by His great mercy miraculously healed you and
prevented you from having brain damage from
prolonged hypoxia when you were four weeks old.
We celebrate your achievement and the goodness
of God. The Lord who began the good work in you
will complete it. Always seek and look unto Him.
He will lead you into victory in all life situations and
Great

circumstances.
We love you,
from the entire family

© Oral Roberts University

Karen

Stanley

Congratulations!
We

are

May

He

all

so

guide

proud
your

of you.

May

footsteps

as

the Lord bless you and

you

see

keep you

in His will.

all your dreams fulfilled.

Derek Tift

Derek, you

Godly manager over your
knowledge, time, relationships, and wealth
are a

.

.

�

We

are so

proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Ocie, Erin

© Oral Roberts University

Alexander T. Walter
We

are

Susan Kish

© Oral Roberts University

ext�emely p�oud of yollt.

Carrie Marie Mills
We

are

very

proud

of your perseverance and determinatiof:l to fulfill the vision the LOFd has

given you for

children and lHIis
and at ORl.IJ!

Kingdorm! Corngratulations fOf nile degrees you have earned both at Central Bible College
love and Prayers, Daddy, Mama, Clil�istopneli', Nicholas, Nikki, Caiden,
Kylie, Grandpa and

"Fo'!!' 1lfnow. th�

!f!Jta'flS 1 have for YOIifl,"
dec/ares fhe Lora, Jy;;lans to prosper you
a,f,ilf1! (.i1ot to harm voo, plalrls to give you
'hG/)� eed a fl!:l,ture. Then you will caO upon
me

and

come

and pray to me, and I will

Usten to you. You. wiN seek
me

when you seek

me

and fif(lej

with all your heart.

me

"

Jeremiah 29:11-13

Eve Kintaro
Congratulations!
Our Sweet

daughter Eve, we GlfiS so exci�ed
yOll;! have gradJUa�ed fr,om ORU. With the
Lord's nelp and your, de�ermililatiQn you have
gone beyond our expectations. We know your
fli;Jtw�e is going �o gef even better since you
have discovered the �rue Life

© Oral Roberts University

-

Jesus Christ.

Rachel Noelle
Rachel, QtJlf ftirst and tong-awaited arrow in our
quiver. As we pull baek the DOW, we feel the
pressure and the tension. We know we must
�elease. We thank God tor the years we have had

to inlluence Yotlrr direction. Now go toward the
tarQe� our He�venty Fatfa'er has desUmed fQr you-.

May goodness and mercy follow you a I the days
of your life. We are so proud to be your parents.
-

Love

F(}re�er,

Morn and

t>ad

Martina Crider
We are w�l1

witn

pl6�sed

:yow and ,glSf �c@omlQlislill�;eJil&

bi,li'lili'l to I<inaetgarten to colh:�g:e.P.I�hl'Jy�t;il
you

werre

far away.

wanted you to do and

hope is

we

we

knew �f:1i'3t you

missed you wt-len

we

werre

"avor)

upon you and

Our

plan f.or your

life.

I/V!atch, €}:u,ard all([/; k.eep Y.O(!il; fhe iof!'.ci: /I1fI'ij'/te Hi'S

face to shine upon amd
and giving

doing what God
knowledge.

took cmnfol1 from that

that you will continue to fio,lIow God's

1fhe La"fd bless ¥(j'l;J qt:ildJ

irGHli\

Bn1ig'htnel3 you a,F!Jd 'be graGiotls Pkif;1e/:, merciful

to you; f,hB Lord lift up His

[appr.ovingj cotJntBmanC(fJ

gille you peece (tranquility of heart

and Me

'Numbers 6:24-26 The

oonttnually).

Arapli�ed Bible

© Oral Roberts University

Grant

George

COngratulations{
May the �or.d giwe
We

are so

PFOlid

you t:he d(§stElles of �o&li�r tle91t. Ps. 37�4

Dr }lout

lo�e; Mom & 010

David Denison

fii'hilJ�lfJia(/f$ 4 ;0- t
© Oral Roberts University

Matt & Steven

Rydin

Ma�thew,
Sod is

in yOUlf' Wrie �he J)r11omise tha�
He is faithful in all �hil1'1gs. We IOVAe �OU.

lulflliling

Love,
Dad & l't1om

Andrew Matthew Munoz
CongliatulaWions!
We

ar:e so

JOlf<oUJd of �OU.

We know flat whel1ever you go in
life, yOtiJ will go in �he fulln6'ss of the

bl<is$ing

of tJile

gospel

or Christ.

Rhema Muncv
Yrou're

danling daughter, the overflow of
God's wOlids, the vessel fo worship, and the
5,ellMatmt-triend. �eep following �he Holy Onel
our

We love yOIJ,
Dad and! Monm
© Oral Roberts University

Nancy & Adam Powley
Yow

can

do all

things tihliough

Christ who

strengthens you. So go f1o'f:itln int() Goa's
des�tflY fOIi YOlWlF IMe with joy! We love you!
Mom & Dad

Love ¥OlJl t�lil!
Mom, Da�t lOavid a
Amanda

Amelia Palomares

Brittany Grace Owen

Ovindamola O.

Olutade

Congratl!llations O;yin on your remarkable achieverment!
May the Holy Spirit stir your meant with holy passion and
set your rni'li\ld on doimg right. Lift your l:iIealilt to higher
[pl!llnpose and: send YOlYl.r s�eps imtil§> �tile Hglllt
lLove,
Mom 2ll1'1d Dad
© Oral Roberts University

Katherine Elizabeth Roman
God set you here for a special purpose. Go
into the world, standing as a pillar of! faifJ1l,

strong & mighty, glorifying God in all you do.
Timothy 2:22
righteousness, faith, love
2

Pursue

& {J&80e

David Oliveira
Congratulations!
From:

Victory

Faith Center

David Aaron

Johnson

Congratulations!
We

are so

proud of youl

May the Lord continue to lead and guide you.
May you fulfi,ll all of His plans and dreams for
yotur life!
.

Morn, Dad!

Love

..

:

Kenath & Tirn�thy

Jennifer Harper
Congratulations!
We

are so

proud of you!

May tine Lord continue to fill you wi�h His
joy and grant you the desires ofr your
heart as you delight ill Him!
We love

you!
Mom, Dead, Ryan and Reeoe
© Oral Roberts University

Dana Ann Sullivan
We
are

very proud of all of your accomplishments. You
such a blessing to us and your beautiful smile is so
are

contagious. As you enter a new cnapter of your walk
with tine Lord, may His blessings and favor always be
upon you.
Love ya

always, Mom,

Dad and

Tyler

Don't copy the behavior and
customs of this world, but
let God transform you into
person by changing
the way you think then
you will learn to know God's
a new

-

will for you, which is good
and pleasing, and perfect.

Congratulations
Know that

to

we

our

beloved

son on

love you arne

are

graduation.

proud ot you.

From Mom, Dad, Antoinette, Samuel,
and family Trinidad

Romans 12:2

his

Beverly, Lester

-

Lemuel Williams

Grace Marie Hecker
Congliatulations
We

Gliace!

proud of you! As you delight in the
Lord, may he always give you the desires of your
heart. Always remember Provo 3:5 & 6
are so

very

You

are

totally

awesome!

Tons of love and

Mom & Dad

Myron Ivory

Randall

Jr.

Congratulations!
Your

family is

so

of you.

proud

Continue to let the Lord

use

Kingdom building

you for His

...

© Oral Roberts University

hugs,

Leslie Freeman
leslie,

we ar� so

pfloud

of: YOM.

Michael Bratschun

Kelly McGee
JKel'lylRae,

We

aile $@

�ellJ

protJIcd

off 1ilhe WOIiilil�rl

(j)f, God �hat you Irlatv.e become, Thank. YOlk!! fror

Sara Michal Swanson

IL()�€),
Mof1t1, Dad & Jasel1l

© Oral Roberts University

Kruer

Jenniter

Congratulations
We

are so

e�cited to

see

.!.lenni!

all the Lord has in S�Qfe tor
y.ou.

Love,
Dad & Morn

�awl, YOM

champion

are a

for God.

He is your life.
tn Jesus is your

destiny. W� believe
in you and pray
you will walk in

obedience t@ �l1ile

King of lKirngs.

Paul

Amanda

Lapp

Jer. 29: 11 "I know the

plans

Mor:wl & Dad

says the Lord, they an�
for good and not evil,
you

a

twpCfJ

give

and f,ul('ure.

"

COl1gr:abJiations!
We are

May

the Lord

so

proud

lisa Kazda
love,

t have fot you,

to prosper you and

Daugherty

of you.

grant you your heart's dessesl

We love you,
Dad, Mom, Kirsten, Joel and Hannah

© Oral Roberts University

Dominick C. Farone,

Jason Coble

Jr.

Oongratulations, �ason!
Nime

years I'M tne

ff.laldJm:g

,

Kirsten

Kimberly

arld

•••

Kai,tlyn

Joy:

Madea

To God' be the Glorry

Mattbew

Rowley

Jennifer

Krause

COlilgratulations!
We

are

al

};,te�p(j)Ud

of you.

Love, Dad and Mom
© Oral Roberts University

Judah

Sabar Hudson

© Oral Roberts University

BER T
----------

'7 came

""

One God One Love
...

to

Brandon

Nash, S1:

The

ohau'ging qfthe
qf(joio'l"s,
in
the
P-r:ayerr Garde.n
displayed
1"efleet the c:ha'lrtg,es.filt o.n campus
�eas(mf,

and bhe mixture

thi'5 y:ear:

© Oral Roberts University
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Above:

Taking a breakfrom studyingforjinals,junior Kelly Chase and sophomores Jenica Stubbs and[enna Thieret meet a furryfriend at the Student
Publications' end of the year barbeque. "Student Publications has given me an
opportunity to understand what it is to work in publications, "Thieret said.
"The Oracle taught me to focus on what I'm passionate about and apply it with a Christian worldview. I'm
lookingforward to the challenges and changes
that next year will bring.
"

By Danielle Philippi
Contributing Writer

Something good
of "something
were

is

going

good," was

to

happen!"

It

realized and students

quickly righted when

the Green

heard it

was

began to

so

frequently that it became a cliche,

see

the

up with

family stepped

a

reality with

pledge

to

their

own

but this year the

eyes. The

true

upending events

meaning

of the fall

the school that included both financial reformation

and campus transformation.

"ORU is
vive

no

The

good example of perseverance

matter

what. I'm

students, faculty

"I felt led
been

a

so

microwaves and

forward

I knew

true to

no matter

know the school is

changes.

The best

days

are

"If you don't

give

callings

what

happened, I was going to be fine," said freshman Adam

changing for

ORU

both the uncertain times and the

through

the better for the

students,

sur

ahead."

their

at

you'll

up,

as

well

as

exciting

ones.

Herbert. "I've

financially and physically

remodeling that is going on."

Nothing elicited
to

with the

be excited

a

to

response from students like the

mini-fridges

returning

The year will
one

and staff stayed

really excited because I

with the

persistence," said Jennie Novellino, senior.

excited for ORU's future and the

so

here,

to come

and

to a

to

the dorms.

campus that will

undoubtedly remain

most answers.

usher in

and when He gets

one

a new one.

that the summer would

bring renovations

Changes, big and small, are happening all over campus, and

proclaim

of the

The seniors who

announcement

God's

most

goodness

eventful and

and His

challenging years

graduated can know they were

Every student can walk away from

in

part of a

this year

© Oral Roberts
University
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involved, "something good" will happen.

provision down
our

to even

such

students

are

as

looking

the smallest details.

history. Yet, it will also remain

legacy, and the returning

knowing that with

God all

students

things

are

as

can

possible,

Abel, Saron, 76
Abinader, Vanessa, 76
Ablorh, Nadia, 76
Abodakpi, Wonder, 76
Adamiec, Marta, 76
Adamiec, Miriam, 76
Adams, Caron, 76
Adams, Samuel, 76
Adams, Shedrenna, 76
Adelle Tyus, D'Undre, 7

Afeld, je.ffrey,

Baye, Annette,

Beavers, Aaron, 76
Beck, Stephanie, 76
Becker, Caleb, 44, 76

Becker,josh,44

Begay, Candace,

Belisle.fames,
Bellamy, Mercedes, 72,
Belotti, Christa, 76

Ahia, Faustina, 76
Alaniz, Kayla, 76
Albrekstsen, Rachel, 76
Aldridge, Sara, 76
Alexander, Kristy, 76
Alexander, Tamrah, 76
Al-Khaldi, Sarah, 76
Allen, Aaron, 32, 76
Allen, Tilitha, 76
Allicock, Alisha, 45, 76
Allicock, Nicole, 6, 76

Ames,joanna,

Bingham, Vallary,

40

76

Anderson, Amy, 76
Anderson, Aubrey, 76
Anderson, Kai, 34, 76
Anderson, Katie, 74, 76
Anderson-Reed, Christopher, 20,
Andrews, Brandon, 76

Anspaugh,james, 76
Anthony, Anna, 1, 76
Appledorn, Danielle, 76
Apura, Keren, 76
Archie, Anthony, 76
Armstrong, Ashley, 76
97

Arnold,jeri, 76,

76

Arnold, Robert,
Arrington, Adam, 11, 87
Asper, jon Marc, 51
Aure, Rebecca, 76
Austin, Stasha, 76
Austin-james, Vonie, 76
Baehr, Betsy, 66
Bailey, Alyssa, 26, 76
Bain, Andretti, 72, 73
Baissa, Ten aye, 76
Baker, jessica, 76
Baklashev, Anastasia, 76
Balderson, Derek, 76

Balderson,jacob,

76

Baltasar, Severo, 15, 75, 76
Banks, Phylicia, 76
Baranchuk, Ruvim, 76
Barber, Christa, 76
Barnaby, Colten, 76
Barnett, Natalie, 76
Barrett, jonathan, 48, 76
Bassey, Mbiotidem, 76
Bates, joshua, 76
Bauer, Matthew, 76
Bausili, Elizabeth, 76
Bautista, jeanna, 76
Bavido, Bonnie, 76

76

Belousou; David, 76
Bennett, Aaron, 76
Bennett, Matthew, 76
Benton, Leann, 23
Bethell, Keva, 76
Betz, Aaron, 76
Beyer, Mallory, 1, 76,122
Bilbruck, Greg, 76
Bingham, Natalie, 37

76

Amaya, Alejandra,

76

76

76

Aguilar, Eliberto,

Bulger, David,

76

76

76.

Bittner, Matthew, 76
Black, Lisa, 76
Black, Robert, 76
Blackburn, jessica, 8
Block, Benjamin, 15, 77
Blanton, Zach, 76
Blotevogel, Sarah, 77
Blum, Melissa, 77
Bocanegra, Calvin, 77
Bombac, Lawrence, 49
Bock, Nathan, 14, 77
Bork, janine, 77
Bork,foy, 8, 12, 77
Borman, Andrea, 75
Bostick, Daisha, 77
Boston, Rowan, 77

Bourgeois, josiah,

77

Bowden, Kendra, 77
Bowman, Machan, 77

Boyce, Abby, 77
Brann, Tyler, 67
Brannberg, jonathan,
Brantley, Matthew, 77
Bratschun, Michael,
Bratschun, Sarah, 77
Bright, Zoe, 77
Briscoe, Esther, 77
Brister, Dariel, 77
Brophy, Renee, 77

110

Brougher, Gary, 77
Broughton, Richard,

77

Brown Matthew, 77

Brown, Christopher, 77
Brown, David, 8, 12, 77
Brown, Eboni, 77
Brown, jacqueline, 40, 77
Brown, jennifer, 77
Brown, Melissa, 77
Brown, Paula, 77
Brown, Robert, 77
Brownell, Samantha, 77
Brundage, Andrea, 77
Bryant, Hannah, 77
Bryce, Elizabeth, 77
Buchanan, Cherish, 77
77 Roberts University
Buckner, Mary,© Oral

77

Bullard, Ethron, 77
Bunn, Zack,45
Buracker, Sarah, 30
Burks, Gabrielle, 77
Burns, Maura, 77
Burton, Bethany, 77
Burton, Tod, 77
Burzynski, Gloria, 77, 90, 91
Bustinza, Victor, 77

Buswell,jared,

Butay, Lydia,

77

77

Butler II, Kerrick, 31, 77, 83
Butler, Robert, 77

Butterworth, Christina, 77
Buwebo, Martha, 77

Byrd, Anthony, 77
Byrd, Candice, 77
Cadle, Amanda, 77
Cales, joe, 28
Calhoun, Tiffany, 77
Camacho, Veronica, 77
Cannon, joe, 77
Cano, Sarah, 77
Carabajal, Christina, 77
Carbaugh, Rachel, 77
Carlson, Ben, 77
Carlton, Dustin, 77
Carr, Scott, 77
Carr, Susan, 77
Carranza, jesikah, 77
Carroll, Lisa, 77
Carter, Allison, 77
Carter, Christy, 71
Carter, Elisha, 77
Carter, Emily, 77
Carvajal, Gloria, 77
Cashman, joy, 38

Chang, juan,

77

ChanjonChu, Rashid,
Chase, Kelly, 77, 115

77

Chau, Brian, 77
Cbau, Merilyn, 77
Cbelimo, Diana, 77
Chenoweth, Heather, 77
Cberla, Ruth, 77
Cbicas, Christian, 77
Chimunda, Takunda 77
Choisnet, Kyle, 77
Claiborne, Cynthia, 78
Clark, English, 18
Clark, Halee, 78
Clem, Brandon, 4,78
Clements, Molly, 78

Clementz,jared,

Clopton, Analisa,

78
78

Coan, joshua, 1, 78
Coble,jason, 78,112
Coker, Oloruntobi, 78
Colbert, Kyle, 78
Cole, Yonah, 31
Coleman, james, 78
Collins, Chris, 39
Conner, Cody, 78
Consiglio, Chris, 14, 78

Converti, Carolyn,
Cooke, Alyssa, 78
Cooke, Laura, 24
Cooke, Naomi, 78

78

Cooper, Anthony, 78
Cooper, Dominick, 47
Cornell, Rebekah, 78
Covarelli, jordan, 78
Council, Kandi-Lea, 42
Cowherd, Noemi, 44, 78
Cox, jarred, 78
Craft, Keela, 78
Craig, Elizabeth, 30
Craig, Rebecca, 78
Cressy, Veronica, 78
Crider, Martina, 78,104
CujJj, Frederick, 78
Daniels, Cherise, 48, 78
Danner, Ginger, 78
Dargel, Alexander, 78
Daugherty, Paul, 78,111
Davenport, Stevie, 78
David, Avain, 78
Davila, jorge, 25
Davis III, Emanuel, 78
Davis, Brian, 78
Davis, Cicely, 78
Davis, Elizabeth, 78
Davis, jacob, 78

Davis,jenise, 78
Davis,june, 78
Davis, Rachel, 90, 91
Davis, Scott, 30, 31

Day,jewel,

78

De Haan, Rachelle, 54

Deason, Amanda, 78
Decker, Amy, 78
DeLeon, Marissa, 78
Denison, David, 105
Dharmishtan, Deepa, 21
Dies, Eric, 78
Dies, Nathan, 20, 26, 78
Dillard, Stephanie, 68
Dinkins, Miesha, 79
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Wilson, Yakez, 89
Winegar, Naomi, 89
Winkfield, Kevin, 89
Winn, Ashley, 89
Wirth, Rachel, 89
Wisener, Megan, 89
Witt, Monique, 89
Wo!fcale, Aaron, 17, 89
Wolfer, David, 89
Woods, Leah, 89
Woods, Vanessa, 89
Wooten, Ruth, 89
Wormington-Johnson, Natasha, 89

Wright, john, 89
Wynkoop, Kaitlin, 89
Yanase, Ashley, 38, 89
Yoder, Stacey, 89
York, Angie, 89
Young, Ann, 89
Young, Bradford, 89
Young, Rachel, 46, 89
Zakes, Catherine, 89
Zarlengo, Steven, 30
Ziehm, Andrew, 46
Zientz, Mitchell, 89

Zigrang, Benjamin,

89
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hand, sophomore Mallory Beyer responds

help

recover

to

thousands of Oracles.
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Yearbook Staff
Pretending that she can fly, Perihelion editor-in-chief, sophomore J enica Stubbs takes a break from recovering newspapers to
advantage of the little moments to have fun after long hours of work in office. ''A couple minutes of forgetting about
all our responsibilities helps us stay focused when it counts. Plus, it was
simply exhilarating to fly down the hallway, even if! fell really
hard afterward, especially since I had just been stuffed inside that same trash can
by a several of the people in the office." Stubbs said.
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